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PREFACE

Bucharest grew as a series of detached
villages around the Dambovita River and
served as the capital of Romanian people for
centuries before Romania united as one nation.
Throughout its history, Bucharest has struggled
for its autonomy and identity that was often
compromised by invading foreign powers.
Presently, the city is a collage of buildings that
represent different eras and cultures, systems
of Medieval streets contrasted by monumental
Communist boulevards, congestion and
residual space, compromised natural features
and thriving urban parks. The paradoxes and
contradictions present in the form of the city
resulted directly from its turbulent history and
the shifting self-image and ideologies of its
people.
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there are also less happy nations, who perform
quite disagreeable missions without anybody
noticing it. A discreet obscure role like the one
played by the Daco-Romans’ descendants, the
Romanians.
These people do not know the respite, calmness
and joy of creating in time. Incessantly attacked,
they can only think while defending themselves.
.. A frontier people, the Romanians were
subject to the most terrible barbarian invasions
during the period they formed as a people...for
centuries on end. Nowadays, the historians
discover the tragedy of the Romanians and of
the people living in Southeast Europe, which
bled for five centuries in order to prevent the
Islamic colossus from penetrating into the heart
of Europe.” (Eliade, 1943, pgs. 25-26)

As a gate between East and West, Bucharest
was in route of migratory invasions by nomadic
tribes and served as frontier for ambitious
empires for much of its history. The atmosphere
resulted in a multitude of foreign influences
and of great instability that directly impacted
the development of the city, as illustrated by
Mircea Eliade’s description of the Romanians’
history:
“The historic mission of the people is not
always haloed by the same glamour. There are
nations whose role in history is so obvious that
nobody has ever thought to question it. But
2

FIG 1: stone relief of Islamic influence on church wall
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Romania lies in the southeast region of Europe,
historically an important gate into the West
from South of the Danube River (Greek, Turkish,
Middle Eastern influences) and from the East
(Russian and Far-East influences).
Bucharest, the capital city of Romania, is
situated approximately halfway between the
North Pole and the Equator (latitude 44˚,
longitude 26˚) and enjoys a temperate climate.
Two rivers cross the modern city: the Colentina
River in the North and the Dambovita River in
the South.

GEOGRAPHY

Before modern times, the densely forested area
surrounding the settlement served as refuge
for the inhabitants of Bucharest during many
attacks over the last 2000 years.

FIG 2: city location

The city developed in the meadow of the
southern waterway, at an elevation of 70
– 90 meters above sea level in the Romanian
Plain, halfway between the Sub-Carpathian
Mountains and the Danube River; at 60km
from the Danube, it lies on the shortest route
from the south into Transylvania and Western
Europe.
Throughout its history, agriculture served as
the dominant enterprise. The Dambovita River,
which flooded periodically, provided an ideal
ground for cultivating a wide variety of crops.
On either side of the river, several hills, eroded
through history, still remain, such as the hill of
the Patriachate, the hill of Radu Voda and the
hill of St. Ilie; a church was erected on each
hill.

FIG 3: strategic location of Bucharest 60 km north of the Danube River
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ORIGINS

EARLY SETTLEMENTS
Since 5500 BC, Indo-European people
inhabited the area that is present day
Romania. During the Iron Age (c. 1200BC),
their descendants, the Thraco-Getian, and
later the Getae-Dacians, established villages
of a predominantly pastoral-economic nature.
Merchant settlements, like present day
Mangalia on the Danube River and Constanta
on the Coast of the Black Sea, brought
Hellenistic influence into the area through
trade with the Greek colonies.
By 87 AD, Decebalus, one of the greatest
Dacian Kings, created an empire by
constructing fortresses, improving trade routes
and establishing an army.

LAND
From their beginnings, the Gateo-Dacians
displayed great love and loyalty for their
land. They did not have a nomadic spirit; their
land provided daily sustenance and spiritual
stability.
In Bucharest, it seems that every inhabitant
wanted to create an entire world within their
residence; families lived in single family houses
with an inner courtyard, a vegetable garden
and in many cases a flower garden, a vineyard,
no matter how small, and if an orchard was
not possible, then a few fruit trees. Each person
4
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wanted a bit of everything that the earth
had to offer. Bucharest’s highly fertile ground
made a wide variety of planting possible
which supported the desired lifestyles of its
inhabitants. And so, the city grew in groups of
small villages with houses organically settled
on the ripest ground. Infrastructure linking the
villages was a later addition as the city grew.
For the people, their land was the center,
followed by their home. Houses were usually
built of wood and plaster because earthquakes
and incessant invasions usually destroyed them
several times in one generation. Even as houses
fell to various ills, the people did not feel lost
because they had their terra firma and they
began reconstruction quickly. In fact, villagers
would often burn the houses to the ground and
take refuge in the forest if an invasion seemed
imminent.
ROMANIZATION
After several failed attempts, including a
plan of attack Caesar was forging before his
assassination. The Romans, lead by Emperor
Trajan finally captured the Getae-Dacian area
in 101AD.
The fertile grounds and the mines rich in
minerals, especially iron and gold, provided
many spoils of war for the Romans. According
to historian Mircea Eliade “the spoils of war

taken by Trajan were considerable: Dacia’s gold
saved the finances of the empire. Colonists
from throughout the empire, ex toto orbe,
rushed towards that ‘California of the ancient
world.’” (Eliade, 1943, pg 13) Dacia officially
became a Roman Province after Trajans second
campain in 105-107 AD.
Like in other provinces, the Romans improved
the infrastructure and brought a culture
the Dacians admired, which toppled the
prevailing Greek influences. Dacia was thereby
Romanized, with language resulting as the
lasting influence. Although there are few
records in the Dacian tounge, it is clear that the
Dacians quickly adopted Vulgar Latin as their
dominant tongue. The fertile grounds and the
mines rich in minerals, especially iron and gold,
provided many spoils of war for the Romans.

ROMAN RETREAT
Due to persistent attacks from the Goths,
Roman Emperor Aurelian left Dacia in 272
AD, marking the beginning of the end for the
Roman Empire, as Dacia was the first Roman
province to be abandoned. Most of the Romans
that settled in the region remained, forming
the Daco-Roman peoples that are direct
descendants of modern Romanians.
Throughout invasions from migratory tribes,
Dacia did not lose ties with the Roman Empire

until its end, when Daco-Romans turned to
Constantinople as a cultural leader. During
the Dark and Middle Ages, Dacia experienced
repeated attacks from migratory tribes
including the Goths, the Huns, the Gepids, the
Longoboards, the Avars, and finally the Slavs.
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FIG 4: invasions and migrations after the fall of the Roman Empire

FIG 5: Gatae-Dacian stone sculptures

FIG 6: battle between Romans and Dacians - relief on base of Trajan's column
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ORIGINS

GEOGRAPHIC DELINIATION
The established Dacian land included three
distinct principalities: Transylvania (controlled
by Magyar-Hungarians for the greater part
of its history), Moldavia, and Wallachia (or
Muntenia or Tara Romaneasca). Transylvania
comes under the rule of the Habsburg’s
Austrian Empire after the latter’s victory
over the Turks. Moldavia maintains partial
autonomy, with Russia and the Ottomans
occupying both the Basarabia and Bocovina
regions at separate times. Bucharest lies in the
principality of Wallachia.
These three regions were tied together by a
common religion (Orthodox Christianity) and
by a common language. Wallachia, even while
under constant attack, retains some of its
soverigny, albeit in a fragmentary manner.
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to this seclusion, Romanian has retained
an incredible amount of the grammar and
vocabulary of its Latin origins, i.e. biserica
(church) from the Latin word basilica.
However, due to surrounding influences, a
substantial amount of the vocabulary is Slavic,
Russian and Turkish. Additionally, invading
forces often named many of the tributaries and
regions in the country in their specific tongue.
Nevertheless, the Vulgar Latin adopted by the
Getae-Romans has been so well preserved that
Romanian is used to deduce whether an Italian
or French word has been introduced through
cultivated Latin of the Middle Ages or from the
original of the imperial epoch.

FIG 7: modern day Romania

Throughout history, each Principality is lead by
its individual Prince, while villages are ruled
by landowners, voievods and boyars, under
the institution of serfdom well into the 18th
century.
LINGUISTICS
The Romanian language, with its roots in
Latin, developed in isolation from other
Romance Languages (French, Italian, Spanish
and Portuguese) because Romania was soon
surrounded by Slavic peoples. Perhaps due
6

FIG 8: the three Romanian Principalities
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RELIGION
Herodotus reported that the ancient Getae
worshipped the god Zalmoxis, an abstract
deity; they believed that death was merely a
passage and the immortal soul would travel to
Zalmoxis’ realm. Their monotheistic disposition
lead to an absolute embrace of Christianity
when the missionary Wulfila came to preach
the Gospel to the Dacians in the fourth century
AD. Churches are numerous in all settlements,
Moldavia having over 430 monasteries alone,
and any period of growth up to the modern
times sees the founding of new churches.
Stephan the Great, for instance, erected either
a church or monastery for each one of his
more than 70 battle victories. The churches
are painted thoroughly with biblical scenes on
the interior, and often on the exterior as well.
Christianity, much like land itself, continued to
have a strong hold on the population well into
modern times.

FIG 9: fresco on interior of church
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800 - 14

1099

FOUNDATION OF ROME
REPUBLIC OF ROME

DESTRUCTION OF CARTHAGE
GALIC WARS
ASSASSINATION OF CAESAR

DESTRUCTION OF POMPEII

ROME SACKED BY VISIGOTHS

BIRTH OF MOHAMMED

CHARLEMANGE IS EMEPROR

JERUSALEM CAPTURED BY CRUSADERS

GAETO-DACIANS BECOME A ROMAN PROVINCE AT THE
BATTLE OF SARMISEGETUSA AND ROMANIZATION BEGINS; INTRODUCTION OF
CHRISTIANITY

AFTER REPEADED ATTTACKS FROM MIGRATORY GOTH
TRIBES, ROMAN EMPEROR AURELIAN ABANDONS DACIA;
FIRST ROMAN PROVINCE TO BE ABANDONDED.
ROMANIANS INHABIT THREE DISTINCT PROVINCES OF
WALLACHIA, MOLDOVA AND TRANSYLVANIA.
271  275 AD

DACIAN KINGDOM AT ITS PEAK UNDER THE RULE OF KING BUREBISTA

EARLIEST RECORDINGS OF DACIAN PEOPLE INHABITING AREA OF PRESENT
DAY ROMANIA IN THE BALKAN PENINSULA NORTH OF THE DANUBE RIVER
(BOOK IV OF HISTORIES, HERODUTUS)

OLDEST MODERN HUMAN REMAINS IN EUROPE IN THE CAVE WITH THE BONES

101  106 AD

74 BC

440 BC

42,000 BC
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1337 - 1453

1453

1492

1618 - 48

1776
1789
1815

1861 - 5

1914 - 1918

1939 - 1945

1989
1993

HUNDRED YEARS WAR

TURKS CAPTURE CONSTANTINOPLE

COLUMBUS DISCOVERS AMERICA

30 YEARS WAR

AMERICAN DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
FRENCH REVOLUTION
BATTLE OF WATERLOO

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

WORLD WAR I

WORLD WAR II

FALL OF COMMUNISM
FORMATION OF EUROPEAN UNION

STHEPHEN THE GREAT DEFEATS THE OTTOMANS AT
VORONET, MOLDOVA

MICHAEL THE BRAVE BRIEFLY UNITES ALL THREE
PRINCIPALITIES
TRANSYLVANIA SUCCUMBS TO THE HABSBURGS
AUSTRIAN EMPIRE
BUCHAREST BECOMES RULED BY PHANORIOT FAMILIES

1475

1600
1699

1700

UNIFICATION OF ALL THREE PRINCIPALITIES AFTER THE
DISSOLUTION OF THE AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN EMPIRE
WITH A POPULATION OF 17 MILLION
PARIS PEACE CONFERENCE OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZES
TRANSYLVANIA AS PART OF ROMANIA

1918

1919

ION ILLIESCU BECOMES PRESIDENT
ROMANIA JOINS NATO
FOUR ZEROS ARE TAKEN AWAY FROM THE VALUE OF
THE LEU  THE NATIONAL CURRENCY
ROMANIA JOINS THE EUROPEAN UNION

1990
2003
2005

2007

DICTATORSHIP IS OVERTHROWN; RE-ESTABLISHMENT
OF DEMOCRACY

KING CAROL DIES AND, FERDINAND I ASSUMES POWER

1914

1989, DEC 22

RECOGNITION OF ROMANIA AS AN INDEPENDENT STATE
BY MAJOR POWERS, UNDER THE RULE OF KING CAROL I

1881

NICOLAE CEAUSESCU ASSUMES POWER

PRINCE CAROL BECOMES RULER

1866

1965

BUCHAREST BECOMES CAPITAL OF THE TWO UNITED
PROVINCES

1862

PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA IS DECLARED.
COMMUNIST PARTY TAKES OVER THE GOVERNMENT
AND FORCES KING MICHAEL TO ABDICATE

INDEPENDENCE FROM OTTOMAN EMPIRE FOR
WALLACHIA AND MOLDOVA UNDER THE COMMON
RULE OF PRINCE A. I. CUZA

1859

1947

END OF OTTOMOAN CONTROL IN BUCHAREST

1829

RUSSIANS OCCUPY BASSARABIA (HALF OF MOLDAVIA)

VLAD TEPES MENSIONS CITY OF BUCHAREST IN AN
OFFICIAL DOCUMENT

1812

VLAD TEPES BUILDS FIRST FORTIFICATIONS AROUND CITY

1459, SEP 20

MIRCEA THE ELDER (1368  1418), VLAD TEPES (1430 
1476) AND STEPHEN THE GREAT (1457  1504) ALL
SEPERATELY FIGHT TO PRESERVE INDEPENDENCE

1448  78

1400
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HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT
1459 - PRESENT
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FIG 10: growing boundaries overlayed on original form of dambovita river, tributaries and lakes
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HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT
1459 - PRESENT

FIG 10.1: city boundaries
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A PRINCELY RESIDENCE
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1459 THE REIGN OF VLAD TEPES

EARLY URBAN FABRIC

Although an establishment existed in the place
of Bucharest since as early as the 1300s, there
is little written evidence. One legend claims that
a Lord by the name of Bucur built a church by
the same name and founded the town (see Fig
10). An early resident wrote in his journal that
the Town of Bucur was established in 1328.
Another position claims that it was named after
the Dacian (and present day Romanian) word
bucur, meaning “joy.” Bucharest was officially
established on September 20th, 1459 by Vlad
Tepes (Vlad the Impaler), Prince of Wallachia,
through the issue of a Latin document in
which he referred to the “fortress” next to
“the watercourse Dambovita” (“iuxta fluvium
acquae Dombovichae”). Over the years, the
capital city of Wallachia oscillates between
Bucharest and Targoviste. Vlad Tepes decided to
move to Bucharest due to its strategic location
just north of the Danube River as the threat of
the Ottoman Empire continued to increase at
this time. In addition, the Prince was drawn by
the economic opportunities provided by the
fertile grounds of Bucharest and the somewhat
established trade routes from Roman and
earlier times. Vlad Tepes held the Ottoman
Empire out of Bucharest and Wallachia. After
his rule, however, Wallachia and Moldavia both
became suzerain states paying heavy tributes
to the Turks.

With the Prince came his whole family and
army corps, which resulted in an increase in
jobs for farmers, craftsmen and merchants that
aided in the development of Bucharest and the
surrounding rural area. Under his reign, the
population increased, building new dwellings
and extending the settled area. The town
was in a forest clearing and people settled on
both banks of the Dambovita River. The early
fabric of the settlement consisted of single
family wood and plaster homes surrounded by
vegetable gardens and punctuated by several
churches, often located on an important route,
or slightly aloof from the main concentration
of people on the higher ground. The churches
were often centers within themselves so that
housing developed around them.
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FIG 14: Church of Bucur

FIG 11: early villages

FIG 12: 1459 plan
FIG 13: 1450s view
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1545 - THE REIGN OF MIRCEA CIOBANUL
DEFINING BOUNDARIES

Also choosing Bucharest as his residence,
Mircea Ciobanul built a fortification around
the city for protection and to delineate its
extents. According to Parisian traveler Pierre
Lescalopier “the walls of this town are thick
tree trunks, thrust into the earth one close to
the other and joined together by transversal
beams, fasten to the said trunks by long thick
wood nails.” (Giurescu, 1976, pg. 25)

A PRINCELY RESIDENCE
1459 - 1711

the Dambovita River. The Court, constructed
of brick, served as the Princely Residence
and space for conducting political affairs.
During this time, an “inner borough,” the first
craftsmen’s and commercial center developed
adjacent to the Old Court on the north bank
of the river. Similar single story wood plaster
structures, typical of dwellings, housed the
goods to be sold. New public buildings were
erected that include two bath houses along
the river, several monasteries and churches
including St Trinity Monastery (1568-1577)
founded by Alexander II, and a letter press that
printed the Four Gospels in Slavic.

Properties that included activities such as
vegetable gardens, orchards, vineyards, mills
and bee gardens were delineated by setting
stones along the boundaries. The town
enclosure was constructed with the primary
purpose of delineating the settlement’s extents,
more than for protection. However, despite this
early attempt at concentrating the public
within a center, the inhabitants continued to
sprawl because of their love of space and
gardens around their dwellings.

FIG 16: the Old Court

URBAN FABRIC

Mircea Ciobanul also built the princely church
of Curtea Veche (The Old Court) that lies at
the heart of the city on the north bank of

FIG 15: the Old Court

FIG 17: Church at the Old Court

FIG 18: the Old Court
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1593 - THE REIGN OF MICHAEL THE BRAVE
POLITICAL SITUATION

The reign of Michael the Brave saw much
conflict and Bucharest was burnt to the
ground on several occasions by invading
Turks. The small wood dwellings allowed the
Romanians to quickly rebuilt their town after
each destruction.

The sparse fabric allowed the people to quickly
retreat to the nearby forests for protection
during the many attacks; and the churches
provided a set of values under the Christian
faith that kept the people unified. In addition
to Christianity, the people were tied together
by their overwhelming attachment to their land
reaching beyond mere economic pursuits and
compelling them to perennially rebuild during
the centuries of invasions.

Under his leadership, the three Romanian
principalities of Wallachia, Moldavia and are
briefly united for the first time in 1600. In
order to fight the Turks, many of the Princes
in Wallachia and Moldavia made land grants
to boyars in return for soldiers. In time, boyars
controlled a great part of the land in both
Principalities.
14
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Although it lasted only a few months, the
unification lifted the morale of the Romanian
people. Bucharest’s development accelerated
at this time. The center of the town, growing
around the Old Court on the north bank of
the Dambovita River, was crowded with shops
displaying goods from Romanian, Italian,
Greek, Armenian and Turkish merchants.

UPPER MARKET
LOWER MARKET

FIG 19: 1650 map

Michael the Brave also established a monastery
bearing his name, a bridge across the
Dambovita River, and his rule saw a population
growth that resulted in several residential
districts which were called mahala, after the
Turkish term.

The city was surrounded by vineyards, gardens
and orchards around its perimeter effectively
establishing the form of the city as a textured
garden with a busy concentrated commercial
center and the many church towers rising
above the fabric of orchards, vegetation and
small wood dwellings.

FIG 20: battle with Turks
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1459 - 1711

BUILDINGS - STATELY PALACES

More stately inns were built including the
Voivode Constantin Inn and the Mogosoaia
Palace (1707) were constructed of brick, stone
and plaster, the Bucharest princely Academy
was founded in 1694, and many more churches
were erected. Constantin Brancoveanu ensured
that the road from his country palace situated
on Lake Mogosoaia had a good road that took
him the fourteen miles into the city where the
State Palace was located in the heart of the city
adjacent to the Old Court.

To Mogosoaia Palace on Mogosoaia Lake 14km North of the City Center

BUILDINGS – RESIDENTIAL DWELLINGS

In Bucharest, dwellings were single family
homes that often included the extended family.
The homes, constructed of plastered wood, sit
among an interior courtyard, vegetable garden,
vineyard of varying scale and fruit trees. Homes
were sometimes built on raised wood piles,
especially those closer to the Dambovita
River that was susceptible to flooding. Houses
were built to create shelter but were culturally
viewed as temporal as they often had to be
rebuilt at least a couple times during one
generation due to various calamities, especially
earthquakes, floods and foreign invasions.

FIG 21: wood paved road

FIG 23: typical house

FIG 22: Mogosoaiei Palace
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1632 - THE REIGN OF MATEI BASARAB
POLITICAL SITUATION

Two decades of peace punctuate the history
of Bucharest as there was neither Turkish
nor Tartar invasions during Basarab’s reign.
Bucharest continues its trade with foreign
states and grows to 12,000 houses and 100
churches. Basarab founded upper division
schools, renovated the Old Court (Curtea
Veche) and upheld the workings of the printing
press.

RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS

Basarab erected over 45 religious edifices
including Plumbuita Monastery on the outskirts
of town and a Catholic Church in 1637. People
literally put their hearts and souls into these
religious edifices.

One of the central myths in Romanian culture is
the legend of Master Manole, a master builder.
According to legend, everything the workers
built during the day would disappear at night.
It was decided that the structure needed a soul
to ensure it would stand, and Master Manole
determined that the next person to approach
the site would be built into the edifice. Sadly,
it was Manole’s own wife that approached to
16
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bring food. In order to keep the church from
collapsing he built his own wife into its walls.
This legend reveals the great spiritual need that
manifested itself in the construction of so many
churches and monasteries during Romania’s
history.

in the center of the city on the banks of the
Dambovita River to the northern outskirts
where Brancoveanu established his estate.
This road became the main thoroughfare of
the city (see Fig 21 - 22).

FIG 24: typical monastery

PUBLIC SPACE - RELIGIOUS
1688 - THE REIGN OF C. BRANCOVEANU
URBAN DEVELOPMENT

In order to advance the culture of Bucharest,
many secular buildings are erected including
the Serban Voda Inn just north of Curtea
Veche in the center of the city, many boyar
(landowners or lords) houses, a high class
mill and a new bridge. Among ecclesiastical
buildings is the Cotroceni Monastery erected in
the clearing of adjacent forest on the southern
banks of the Dambovita River in the western
reaches of the city (see Fig 25 - 26).

With the central node of the settlement on
both sides of the Dambovita River, the city
grows in a tentacle-like manner along the
main commercial roads, thereby comprising
many semi-rural areas. Brancoveanu’s reign
marks one of the greatest growths of the
city. Infrastructure was improved with a new
road, Podul Mogosoaiei (1692), covered in
oak beams that lead from the Prince’s Palace

Across the river from the Old Court, the
Mitropoliei Hill played an important role in
the city as site of the 1655 revolt against the
land-owning boyars. Constantin Brancoveanu
erected the bell tower on the Metropolitanate
Hill and provided access to the Monastery Yard
where some of the battle heroes were buried.
The hill had a small monastery on its peak and
the rest of the land had been previously used
for vineyards by local boyars. Brancoveanu
transformed it into a symbolic religious space
available to the public. During his reign, the
complex included the monastery, the bell
tower, and three wooden crosses erected in
memory of the battle heroes.

FIG 25: Cotroceni Monastery

FIG 26: Cotroceni Monastery
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B
C

FIG 29: Mitropoliei Hill

A
FIG 27: 1632 city plan
A: Mitropoliei Hill / Monastery
B: Cotroceni Monastery /Church
C: Serban Voda Inn

FIG 30: Church at Mitropoliei Hill

FIG 28: Mitropoliei Hill

FIG 31: tower at the Mitropolie

FIG 32: Plumbuita Monastery
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A PHANARIOT CITY
1711 - 1821

1711 - 1821 - A PHANARIOT CITY
POLITICAL SITUATION
During the Phanariot Rule, the Ottoman Empire
appointed Greek Nobility to control the towns
in Wallachia and Moldavia. The ruling class of
Bucharest paid heavy taxes to the Sultan and
the period marks a regression in the previous
semi-autonomous rule of the city as a suzerain
state.
In addition to the outside rule, Bucharest
experienced other traumas including fires,
earthquakes, floods, grasshopper invasions
and sporadic warfare with the oppressive
state. During the Phanariot rule, the class of
merchants, craftsman, factory workers, mostly
tanners, that were few but increasing, began
to be influenced by the ideas propagated
during the French Revolution. In addition,
nationalistic ideals began to surface, especially
in Transylvania where the Hungarian Empire
ruled over a majority of Romanians.
In 1746 serfdom is abolished and as the
population continues to grow an increasing
number of structures are constructed of brick.
The middle class was emerging in the midst
of Phanariot rule among the central urban
fabric of multi-national influence that was
surrounded by a semi-rural society.

18
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URBAN DEVELOPMENTS
Despite political turmoil, some advancements
were made. The Vacaresti Monastery is founded
in 1722 that includes an extensive library. The
first hospital for the sick and poor is erected
in 1735. As population increases, Bucharest
expands to include more of the outlying
residential districts including St. Elefterie, Olari
and Fantana Boului. In addition, a public inn
to house the Turks is established in order to
alleviate the burden placed on the townsfolk
who were previously obliged to house the
Ottoman envoys and Phanariot rulers.
The first urban concerns also appear during
this time. New regulations emerge to maintain
clean and well lit streets. The first pumps with
water from outside springs are introduced
into the city. In 1774 the first channelizing
efforts are made to control the Dambovita
River whose perennial flooding caused
many economic and physical losses to the
surrounding areas. In addition, tiled aqueducts
are built to carry the water into town from
the rivers tributaries. In 1776, the Princely
Academy of St. Sava is founded by Romanian
leader Alexandru Ipsilanti. He also built a
couple kiosks, or princely summer houses in the
Turkish courtyard style.

FIG 33: 1750-1830 formation of villages / neighborhoods (mahalale)

EPIDEMICS
FAMINES
FLOODS

FIRES
EARTHQUAKES
LOCUSTS

FIG 34: 1750-1830 graph of "events"
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FIG 35: view of Bucharest with Phanariot rulers
on periphery of city

FIG 36: rebellion against Phanariot rulers

FIG 36.1: Phanariot march into Bucharest

FIG 37: 1732 plan of Bucharest
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CAPITAL CITY
1821 - 1918

CULTURE 1821 - 1918
In the 1830s, the free Romanian press
appeared with its first journal Curielur Roman
(The Romanian Courier). French culture began
to dominate and a great deal of writing in
newspapers was in French which replaced
Greek as the language of high society. Fashion
also turned to France as the young generation
donned the tighter fashions prevalent in Paris
while the older generation still wore the wide
dresses fashionable in Constantinople and
Greece.
The dominant mentality of the public was
of a national idea of Romania that sought
to re-establish of sense of identity through
prosperity and unity. The second mindset
focused on democratic ideals, especially
opposing feudalism and integrating into the
Western World.
POLITICAL SITUATION (1821 – 1848)
In March of 1821, Tudor Vladimirescu, a
representative of the middle-strata of society,
reaches Bucharest with an army panduri,
soldiers comprised of peasants and freeholders.
The revolution aimed at taking back justice for
the people from the clergy, the boyars, and
most importantly the Phanariot rule. Although
the attempt was not successful and Tudor was
executed, the Turks did agree to re-establish
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autochthonous rule and remove Greeks from
civil, military and ecclesiastical offices. After
the Russian-Turkish War in 1829, Romanians
began to look to the Russians for support in
defeating the Ottomans and establishing an
autonomous state.
URBAN DEVELOPMENT 1821 - 1848
After the Russian-Turkish war in 1829, free
trade was established across the Danube River
and Russians held all Ottoman principalities
until the Turks paid off their war penalties.
General Pavel Kisselef oversaw Bucharest and
established a program to “beautify the town.”
He established a fundamental law of Organic
Regulations that included two architects to
oversee the improvements of the city. After
the Parisian model, wide boulevards were
introduced throughout the city and suburbs.
Since the predominance of agriculture
throughout the city created a transparent
urban fabric, the new wide thoroughfares
disturbed little of the existing context.
One of the main new roads paved with river
stones would later be called Kisselef Avenue.
At this time, the density of the city increased
and pools and ponds were drained to provide
more land. In addition, squares, stock markets,
walks, churchyards, the National Theatre and
sanitary department were established. The
town was delineated and its perimeter was

fixed at 19,227.6 meters which was guarded
by ten barriers with watchmen.
After the initial economic hardships, Bucharest
began to be modernized: roads were paved in
stone, streets were lit, many schools resumed
their curriculum and others were founded,
including the school for young girls, and ideas
concerning liberty, culture, freedom of the press
and taxes proportional to wealth were written
into law.
From 1842 – 1848, improvements are made to
the water pumps of the city which were a great
municipal achievement. Because Bucharest
grew in such a sprawled fashion, distributing
water to all the inhabitants was a difficult task
as was the paving of all the roads.
Bucharest was not surrounded by defense
walls and grew as a series of villages, many
roads changed in scale as one traveled from
one area on the “outskirts” of a village where
roads were fewer, straighter and wider, and
became smaller and irregular towards the
center of the particular village. The texture of
streets expanded and contracted in scale and
regularity.
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FIG 38: 1831 plan of Bucharest
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POLITICAL SITUATION 1848 – 1861
Although social upheavals occurred throughout
the three Romanian Principalities, and indeed
in various places throughout Europe, the
1848 Revolution was primarily Bucharest’s
revolution. The young generation of the growing
bourgeois, with the support of peasants long
oppressed by the boyar landowners revolted in
demand for an end to the feudal regime and a
shift to a democratic system. The upheaval was
kept secret until the many organized sections
called “The Brotherhood” (Fratia) could revolt
in unison in demand of “the rights of the
Romanian people” and “the union of the
Romanian provinces,” (Giurescu, 1976, pg. 56)
as appeared in journal Poporul Suveran (The
Sovereign People).
The revolution lasted only three months,
but it affected the general mentality of the
Romanians and the attempt for unification
finally resulted in 1956 at the Paris Treaty
which put an end to the Crimean War decided
that the two Principalities of Wallachia and
Moldovia should vote for their leaders.
It wasn’t until 1861 that the two Principalities
of Moldavia and Wallachia when both
Principalities elected Prince Alexandru Ioan
Cuza as leader. This is the first instance of
the reality of a unified Romania as well as
unified nation of Romanians; previously,
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people considered themselves as Wallachs,
Moldovanians or Transylvanians.
Bucharest accepted the newly elected Prince
on a Sunday on the 20 of February, 1860
with great exuberance. A few months passed
before the official unification of Romania
on November 20 / December 2 1861, at
which point the Sultan signed a document
acknowledging Roamnia’s independence. The
people of Bucharest felt that it would become
a unique capital city and hoped to lay “the
foundations of a brilliant future.”

FIG 39: Prince Alexander Ioan Cuza's entrance into Bucharest

URBAN DEVELOPMENTS 1848 - 1861
In 1860, Academy Avenue was created between
Coltea Street and Podul Mogosoaiei (present
day Balcescu Square and Victory Avenue).
Academy Avenue in three decades time would
cross the whole city from east to west.
Brick construction increased with the middle
class population and higher standards of
living. According to the 1860 census, there
were 16,236 brick buildings, 2,184 wooden
buildings, and 4,992 clay structures in
Bucharest. Two gymnasiums were established
– Gheorghe Lazar and Matei Basarab – that
later became high schools.

FIG 40: mid 1800s view of Bucharest
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FIG 41: 1868 view of Bucharest by Preziosi
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FIG 43: 1800s plan
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FIG 42: 1800 - 1850 graph of "events"

FIG 44: view of 1847 fire
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PUBLIC SPACE – PARKS
The planning of the first public park, Cismigiu,
began in the 1840s and the park was completed
in 1847. The park, part of a series of public
works, was initially conceived and designed
in 1844, and a Princely decree rededicated the
area as public territory in 1845.
Based on the French model of manicured
gardens traversed by axial, radial and
meandering pathways lined with trees and
benches, the park is located north of the
Dambovita River around a small natural lake,
the Lake of Dura the Merchant (Lacul lui Dura
negutatorul). However, the lake had been
tapped in 1795 due to the bubonic plague
and was therefore reconstructed with concrete
bottom and refilled when planning the park.
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space, many statues were introduced at
nodes throughout the park. Most notably, is
the Writers Rotunda at the crossing of several
pathways where the busts of twelve Romanian
writers, including Mihai Eminescu, Ion Luca
Caragiale, George Cosbuc, Ion Creanga, Vasile
Alecsandri and Bogdan Hasdeu, encircle the
round.

FIG 45: lake-side restaurant in Cismigiu Park

In 1871 the park was extended on its west
to the border of Academy Avenue, and in
1882, the city introduced throughout Cismigiu
Gardens. Friedrich Rebhuhn, succeeding Meyer
as garden administrator, redesigned the park to
its present day form.

The area around the lake was never developed,
and so buildings did not have to be demolished
to create the park. Historically, locals used
the area for vineyards, and as a fishing and
watering hole.
The word Cismigiu has its origins in the Turkish
word cismea, or public fountain. And so,
surrounding the lake, hundreds of trees and
plants were brought to beautify it and create a
public garden for the city. Carl Meyer, a German
horticulturist came to Bucharest to design the
landscape planting. In order to activate the
24

FIG 45.1: garden terrace in Cismigiu
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FIG 46: axial vista in Cismigiu Park

FIG 48: aerial view of Cismigiu Park and surrounding neighborhoods

FIG 47: plan of botanical gardens

FIG 49: view of Writer's Rotunda in Cismigiu Park
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POLITICAL SITUATION (1861 – 1918)
Monastic estates, comprising 25.26% of the
national territory, were secularized in 1863
by an almost unanimous vote of 97 to 3. In
1864, the government appropriated land to
peasants in proportion to owned livestock,
and so, after some fervent opposition by the
great landowners, the proposition passed and
511,896 families received on average of four
hectares each.
On February 10/11, 1866, opposing
conspirators abducted Prince Cuza and exiled
him to Vienna. During the same year, Prince
Carol of Hohenzollern becomes ruler of
Romania. Romania was beginning to unify, and
by the Russian-Turkish war in 1877, Romania
contributed forces on the Allies side.
The soldiers returned to Bucharest victorious
from the Battle of Plevnea on Podul
Mogosoaiei, from now on called Victory Way
(Calea Victoriei.) Romania’s independence was
internationally recognized on July 13th 1878 at
the Treaty of Berlin.
URBAN DEVELOPMENTS 1861 - 1918
INFRASTRUCTURE
As a symbol of the city’s admiration for the
victory that pronounced its independence,
many thoroughfares names changed, from
their original names that described their
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paths to certain towns to which they led, to
commemorate the soldiers and important
battles: Calea Targoviste became Calea Grivitei,
Podul de Pamant became Calea Plevnei, Calea
Craiovei became Calea Rahovei, etc.

across the Dambovita River, and by 1889 there
were 12 bridges, including 7 of stone and 5 of
iron.

The first major east-west boulevard, Academy
Avenue, is completed. Several north-south
boulevards are implemented including Ana
Ipatescu Boulevard between Victory Square
and Romana Square, George Cosbuc Boulevard
that starts at the Great Market heading
southward. The Boulevard of Independence
is also cut and connects Filaret Plain to the
Dambovita River.

Dambovita River is deepened and its
channelization improved to control its tides
according to the plans of architect Grigore
Cerchez. The public work lasted from 1880
to 1883 and once flood plains were drained
and sewage system improved, the general city
sanitation also improved. Three large basins are
constructed at Arcuda where water is filtered,
sent to Cotroceni reservoir and distributed to
the city inhabitants. During 1891 to 1899,
more studies are conducted and fresh water is
also captured at Ulmi and Bragadiru Rivers.

In order to relieve congestion, sosele (avenues),
for fast traffic are constructed as ring roads
around the perimeter of the city in 1893. Wide
streets, splai, were created on both banks of
the River. Roads were paved with Drobojea
(granite) blocks from 1879 until 1906, when
the city began preferring asphalt for more
comfortable carriage rides. In addition,
illumination on all streets was implemented
through the coal gas network, then Auer bulbs
and finally electricity throughout.
Other improvements in infrastructure include
the first railway line from Bucharest to Giurgiu,
inaugurated on September 7th 1869. In 1871,
the first horse-drawn carriage lines are
introduced. The city also erected more bridges

WATER CONTROL
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FIG 50: 1900 streetscape in Rahova quarter

FIG 51: 1894 streetscape of Queen Maria Blvd

FIG 52: 1850 map of city by Borroczin
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CULTURE 1861 - 1918

During this period, the arts thrived and
originality in all fields, including writing, visual
arts and theatre, was praised. Some of the
most noteworthy figures are writers Caragiale,
George Cosbuc and Mihai Eminescu. The last
is still perceived as Romania’s finest poet. In
painting, Theodor Aman, Nicolae Grigorescu
and Ion Andreescu exhibited works throughout
Bucharest.
CULTURAL BUILDINGS 1861 - 1918
The first cinemas were introduced with the
first performance on May 27, 1896, in the
great hall of L’independence Roumanie.
Universities are founded in 1864, including the
Bucharest University with three departments:
sciences, letters and law, Fine Arts School
and Conservatoire of Music and Dramatic
Arts. At the same time, over 82 periodicals
appeared, which included 14 written in foreign
languages. The Official Gazette building
erected at Cismigiu, today it houses the State
Archives.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS 1861 - 1918
City officials sign contracts to build market
halls, most notably the Great Market (present
day Union Square), Amzei and Episcopiei
Markets.
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Educational buildings include the Ministry
of Public Education in 1887 on present day
Spiru Haret Boulevard, the Lazar Lyceum in
1889 on the south-west corner of Cismigiu.
Monumental buildings include the University
Palace, in 1869, designed by Alexandru Orascu,
in neo-classic style. The new central wing of the
Royal Palace is constructed according to the
plans of French architect Paul Gottereau.
The Romanian Atheneum building is
inaugurated in 1888. Monumental buildings
include the Ministry of Agriculture, in
renaissance style, and the Palace of Justice
designed by architect Adrian Ballu on the
bank of the Dambovita River, both completed
in 1895.
In 1900, the Post Office building is erected,
which currently houses the History Museum,
and in 1901, the House of Savings, Deposit and
Consignement, on the site of former monastery
(Sfant Ioan Grecesc), both on Calea Victoriei.
In 1906, the Museum of Natural History and
the Institute of Geology are erected at the
beginning of Kisselef Avenue.
Banks also were founded in great numbers and
the larger branches include the National Bank
of Romania in 1880, the General Romania
Bank and the Discount Bank.
FIG 53: 1900s streetscapes of Lipscani and Selari Blvds
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FIG 54: 1891 fire tower monument
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FIG 56: 1896 CEC Building - National Bank

FIG 55: 1900 views; the end of Cuza's reign

FIG 57: Romanian Atheneum 1888
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PRIVATE BUILDINGS 1861 - 1918

the land, and in the north Filipescu Park.

In the housing sector, during the period of
1885 – 1905, 14,970 houses were built of
all styles. Typical peasant houses consisted
of two rooms divided by a hall; these small
dwellings were not built in the center of town.
Bourgeois houses were in the “carriage” style
in which rooms aligned along a corridor or
glass partition.

The city grew in height, as well as area,
especially in the central zones where land
value increased. Many multi story hotels were
erected, mostly on Calea Victorieii, including
Marele Hotel de Franta, the Louvre Hotel and
the Athenee Palace, the last constructed of
reinforced concrete.

Large boyar or landowner houses, influenced
by the French hotels particuliers, include the
Cantacuzino Palace on Calea Victoriei, present
day place of the Composer’s Union and the
Enescu Museum, the Monteoru House, also on
Calea Victoriei, presently home of the Writer’s
House, the Cretulescu Palace on Stirbei-Voda
Street, present day seat of Unescu branch
of superior instruction, and the Carp House
in dorobanti, presently the Turkish Embassy.
Many of the boyar houses were demolished,
including the Strudza Palace in Victory Square,
and the Marghiloman House.
HOUSING 1861 - 1918
In addition to single family house, affordable
public housing began to be erected when the
Communal Society of Cheap dwellings was
founded in 1910. Smart houses were erected
in two “parks,” Gheorghe Ioanid, named after
the publisher-bookseller who formerly owned
30

As a consequence of so much construction,
new districts also appeared, including the
Grammont and Suter districts in the south, the
Saint Elefterie in the Dambovita flood plain,
and New Bucharest (Bucurestii Noi), in 1898
- 1913, in the north-west of the city, where
Nicolae Bazilescu converted his entire estate
into lots on an area of 144 hectares for over
1423 persons.

like Magazin General and Universal. Smaller
shops amounted to 3,910 in 1900, and
increased to 5,631 by 1905. Street vendors
also came from all over the country displaying
their goods in vessels or suspended on a
traditional pole held across the shoulders and
called cobilita.

FIG 58: 1900 building entrance

INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 1861 - 1918
On the industry side, many new factories begin
operations as people stream into the city from
all parts of the country. In 1877, Bucharest
had 177,302 inhabitants, and by 1916, the
population doubled from 1878. In 1893, the
city had 115 industrial enterprises.
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS 1861 - 1918
Commercially, as trade, industry, construction
and population grew, many more shops
appeared, including extensive emporia types

FIG 59: 1900 house with courtyard
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FIG 60: typical single family house

FIG 62: 1850s commercial building by the Old Court

FIG 61: typical single family house

FIG 63: 1850s cafe building
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I WORLD WAR I

Although initially, Romania hoped to remain
neutral to the war, the Romanian population
in Transylvania, controlled by centuries by the
Austrian-Hungarians, longed for independence.
Consequently, Romania joined the Entente
fight against the Central Powers. Losses
were great in Romania, and Bucharest was
bombed and invaded by the Germans, but as
the Central Powers waned the armistice was
declared on Novemer 11, 1918. Thereby, the
inhabitants of Transylvania and Bukovina were
given a free choice as to their destiny, and both
areas decided to join the union. And so, for
the first time since a few months in 1600, all
Romanians belonged to one unified state.

Due to losses in the war, 1918 was a year of
poverty and consequently of workers’ strikes
that sadly leads to the National Theatre Square
massacre where police killed 102 workers on
strike.
NTERBELLUM CITY 1919 - 1939
Bucharest became the capital of an area
twice as large as before 1918. The situation,
thereby, was similar to that experienced
with the union of Wallachia and Moldavia in
1859, but now the scale was much grander.
Although the political factor was significant
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in the city’s development, it was the growing
economy that intensified development making
Bucharest a cultural-economic center, as well
as a political one. It is interesting to note that
some capitals that only benefit from political
stimulus remain in the background to their
economic counterparts, e.g. Ankara to Istanbul,
Washington to New York.
ECONOMIC SITUATION 1919 - 1939
Trading and banks flourished in the period
between the two world wars, with a slight
regression during the international depression
years of 1929 – 1933. Throughout Romania,
the capital invested in industry increased by
116% from the end of WWI to 1936.
Factories rose up all over the country, with
many in Bucharest. In addition to quantity, the
industry also diversified to include production
of goods and services previously inexistent,
such as heavy iron works, locomotive and
motor trailer production, aluminum cables
and electronics. Other industries with a longer
history boomed, such as the textile industry
that employed the highest number of workers,
preceded by metallurgy, chemical industry,
alimentary goods and the miller’s trade.
Banks had vested interests in all the industry
and trading that was dominating Bucharest’s
economy.

UNPRECEDENTED GROWTH 1919 - 1939
The construction boom during this period
continued almost without interruption until
WWII, even during the Depression years of
1929-1933, because, as other enterprises
faced stalemates, people invested in building.
For instance, although coffee shops decreased
after 1929, other specialized shops, servicing
cars for example, took over. In the years before
the Second World War, shops of all varieties
“formed uninterrupted rows on all streets.”
(Giurescu, 1976, pg 86)
Centers of shopping, formally manifested in
ground level street shops, did not exist only
at the historic center of the city, but rather,
as previous villages urbanized and new
districts materialized, each section had its own
commercial center where district inhabitants
could find all things for daily life without having
to commute across the city. Further aid to the
construction endeavors were tax incentives
that included a tax exemption for ten years on
new construction as well as no restrictions on
labor. Thereby, 29,518 buildings were erected
between the years of 1920 and 1934, with
3,484 buildings in 1928 alone.
On a large scale, great growth occurred in the
population, area and density of the city. The
population grew from 382,853 inhabitants
in 1918 to 870,000 at the outbreak of WWII,

thus marking a 127% increase, the largest
population growth in the city’s history. The
city’s limits increased about 39% to 7,800
hectares. To account for the population growth,
the city grew in density rather than area.
A couple of wastelands were cleared and
converted to neighborhoods. Many of these
new developed districts were called parks,
such as Delavrancea Park off Kisselef Avenue,
Filipescu Park on the other side of the same
road, rose as a neighborhood of upper-scale
villas, and Bonaparte Park, to name a few.
Several suburban districts were also formed by
buying low-value land from low-income people
who worked in factories, railways, tramways,
and small clerks. Thereby the neighborhoods
of Damaroaia, Cetatea Voluntareasca and
Aparatorii Patriei formed. Former suburban
area such as Militari, Giulesti, Baneasa, and
Colentina became part of the “town proper”
as a result density, commercial activity and
their closer proximity to the center as the town
spread.
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FIG 64: view of city during interbellum period

FIG 65: 1920s view of Park Carol I

FIG 66: Interbellum Plan showing proposed axes
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ARCHITECTURAL MENTALITY 1918 - 1939
The centuries of Ottoman occupation denied
the natural evolution of a national identity.
After the physical unification of the country
at the end of the First World War, Romanian
architecture attempted to define a national
unity with architecture as its medium.
Relinquishing the classicism prevalent in the
Beaux Arts model initially adopted by the
Upper School of Architecture in Bucharest,
the style of Neo-Romanian prevailed.
Churches seemed to be the only pure form
of a Romanian style, and so architects began
adapting religious and byzantine motifs for all
building types. Although traditional elements
of the peasant house, such as the glazed and
open veranda, resurfaced in residential design,
Neo-Romanianism remained a superficial
visual tool towards a national identity.
The aspiration to be integrated into the
Western World, soon replaced the desire for
architecture to express a Romanian identity.
Many Romanian architects studied abroad in
France, Italy and Germany, and were influenced
accordingly.
In this atmosphere, the Modernist Movement
began in Romania, with Marcel Janco, painter
and architect, as one of the catalysts. Janco’s
villas are some of the first “modern” buildings
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in Bucharest. In Romania, the movement
leaned towards the constructivist agenda that
focused on the interior space and material
integrity. Marcel Janco and a few others leaned
towards the more radical.

cumlminated in the 1934 Master Plan of
Bucharest, few accomplishments came to
physical fruition in the city.

Many architects of the Modern Movement
“consistently retained a profound and refined
understanding of context and place, whether
urban or rural.” (rom mod 72) Arhictect Horia
Creanga, who built a great deal during this
period, especially many larger scale works,
such as his first project the ARO Building,
helped define the modern character of
Bucharest. He, along with contemporary
Constantin Cantacuzio viewed their designs as
regainging the “formal simplicity of vernacular
architecture.”

After World War I, urban interventions in
the city focused on the infrastructure. After
Haussmann’s example of the Boulevards
of Paris, two main avenues running northsouth and east-west began being created
in Bucharest. Since the city’s form had not
changed much from an agglomeration
of villages that have grown together in a
relatively sparse manner, the creation of new
thoroughfares did not disturb much of the
existing urban fabric.

And so they found counterparts for inspiration
in the clean lines of the vernacular. Furthermore,
they integrated their designs into the existing
fabric, without traditional utopian ideals
of remaking the city, typical of the Modern
mentality.
URBANISTIC THEORIES 1918 - 1939
The ideals of systemization and super-urbanism
reign in which the city is seen as part of the
whole country, in which “territory, population,
local planning and area planning” (pg 78)
could be connected. Although these efforts

URBAN DEVELOPMENTS 1918 - 1939

Architects, responsible for the urban plan,
viewed Bucharest as “young in its development
since it [does] not possess the unsanitary
density plaguing the West.” (pg 78)
The master plan was intended as “the
skeleton that would give the city possibilities
both for development and organization and
monumentality.” (84) The plan aimed to
organized development into a city center,
around the area of initial development which
still served as the densest commercial zone of
the city, central residential areas to support
and benefit from the center, multiple mixed
use zones and low-cost housing and industrial

distributed among the peripheral zones.
In 1877, after independence from Ottoman
rule, the city built fortifications around itself.
The project mainly fulfilled an emotional void
that had been suppressed for hundreds of
years of foreign occupation, for there were
no functional benefits of the costly project.
However, it did help locate the current spot
of the ring infrastructure around the city.
In addition to this ring, the 1934 Master
Plan included two more inner rings to ease
congestion and promote connectivity. Sadly,
only one of these was partially implemented.
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FIG 68: 1940s view of Podul Izvor Place

FIG 67: Interbellum view of Victory Way

FIG 69: streetscape

FIG 70: streetscape
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THE 1934 URBAN MASTER PLAN
THE NEW CITY AXES
The main scope of the plan sustained the
creation of the north-south and east-west axes,
and the general form of a garden city.
The north-south axis was one of the most
successful parts of the plan actualized. It is
defined by Boulevards Gheorghe Magheru
and Nicolae Balcescu. Many modern buildings
were constructed along this route in order
to promote the density specified in the plan.
The zoning required that 70% of the area of
a building was on the ground floor in order
to provide continuity for pedestrians. This
regulation encouraged “the design of complex
multi-functional arrangements of housing,
cinemas, offices and shops.” (88)
In addition, a 24 meter cornice height was
maintained, except at corners where buildings
rose above the datum to mark the street
intersection. The width of the street ranged
from 30 to 50 meters. The market growth and
its location parallel to historic Calea Victoriei
(formerly Podul Mogosoaiei) supported its
development as a main thoroughfare.
The east-west axis along the Dambovita River
had similar stipulations, but it is fragmented
and not as successful. Other main roads
noted for development in the plan are Maria
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Blvd, Marasesti Blvd, Dincu Golescu Blvd,
Budesti Ave, Grivitei Ave, Plevnei Ave, Iancu de
Hunedoara Rd, Stefan Cel Mare Rd and Mihai
Bravu Rd. Unlike typical modern urban plans,
winding roads, like Calea Victoriei, and existing
acceptable fabric was kept to “stir the tourist’s
curiosity.”(90)
One of the main reasons implementation of the
plan moved slowly resulted from the process of
using competitions to decide on the designer
of a project. The city viewed this method as the
most democratic in city development. There is
not a sense of urgency because there is no
public turmoil or really unsanitary conditions
plaguing the population that would facilitate
speedy implementation of a master plan.
Additionally, the plan was not incongruent with
the natural growth of the city thus far, and so it
did not require vast areas to be cleared in order
to reach its goals.
THE GARDEN CITY
The idea of the city as a garden city also varies
from the Corbusien model. The form would
result from the creation of a series of parks and
squares systematically connected through their
location along major thoroughfares, rather
than a blanket garden with object buildings
placed on top.
The plan hoped to use nature surrounding the

city and “pull” it down main roads into the
city’s center. Since the dominant urban fabric
was still single family houses with gardens and
courtyards, this too seems a natural, although a
more organized and urban development.
The north part of the city more successfully
adopted this aspect of the plan as the forests
of Baneasa just outside the city lead into
Herestrau Park and the hatural elements do
travel into the center at Cismigiu Gardens.
Some of the most successful squares realized
at this time are University Square, Royal Palace
Square (now Revolution Square) and Victory
Square where the north-axis meets with the
main traffic ring. Major squares always occur
at road intersections, with the exception of
university Square.
The most successful achievement of the plans
was in the North of the city that remain in
present time on of the most desirable places to
live in Bucharest.
The rest of the city preserved its century old
form of a conglomeration of single family
homes in nature that surround a denser central
core.

FIG 71: 1934 plan of the North Axis
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FIG 72: 1945 view of soldiers in Herestrau Park

WORLD WAR II 1939 - 1945

over 50 hectares in area.

Supported by Hitler and the Iron Guard, Ion
Antonescu assumed leadership over Romania
in the confusion ensuing after Germany’s
occupation of Poland at the beginning of the
Second World War.

In total, the Communist Party took 1,468,000
hectares and redistributed some of the land
to peasants and nationalized the rest. King
Michael is forced into exile in December of
1947 and the Communist Party is irrevocably
established.

King Carol was forced to abdicate the throne,
and once Hitler declared war on the Soviet
Union, Antonescu also involved Romania on
Hitler’s side in order to win back Moldavian
regions previously annexed by Russia. Although
Soviet air raids of Bucharest did not materially
damage the capital, the Allied air raids in 1944
resulted in thousands of casualties and great
material losses.
On August 23, 1944, Antonescu and his
followers were arrested at the Royal Palace,
King Carol resumed his reign, and Romania
switched sides to fight against Hitler. For its
efforts, the Paris Treaty of 1947 re-established
Romania’s old border with Hungary.
POLITICAL SITUATION 1947 - 1954

FIG 73: 1934 plan

INTERBELLUM CITY
1919 - 1939

After WWII, “workers, peasants and democrats,
led by the Romanian Communist Party”
(104 giurescu) usurped the political power
of Romania, replacing the monarchy with a
Communist regime. The first urban reform
occurred on March 22 1945 when the
Communist party confiscated all private land

In 1948 all industrial, banking, transportation
and insurance enterprises are nationalized.
URBAN DEVELOPMENTS 1947 - 1954
The Communist regime stunted the Modernist
Movement in Bucharest in its infancy as they
considered it elitist and counter to the effort of
creating an equal society. The movement began
late in the country, and it ended much sooner
than in the Western world.
At the beginning of the Communist regime,
although many new buildings existed in the
city, and the new cross-thoroughfares helped
organize the city and delineate more density
along their axes, the basic infrastructure and
property divisions remained as they were in the
1800s. Most importantly, for the Communists,
the single family house still dominated the
urban typology. Unlike previous changes in the
city fabric, politics uncoupled by economics, led
the drastic change that faced Bucharest.
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POLITICAL SITUATION 1954 – 1977
After the death of Stalin, economic concerns
as well as expediting the dogma compelled
a streamlined approach to building, that
ironically echoes modernist forms previously
discarded.
The use of reinforced concrete prevails as
the material of choice for all buildings. The
mentality had changed in the Soviet Union
which naturally affected Romania.
Nicoale Ceausescu became president of the
Socialist Republic of Romania in 1965 and he
continued along the established path for some
time. Politics and urban theories collapse under
one objective.
However, Ceausecu slowly begins distancing
himself and Romania from Soviet influence,
ultimately isolating the country into a mode
of self-sufficiency that repelled all outside
influence, whether from the West or the
Eastern Bloc. In this spirit of competition, and
with architecture as his medium, Ceausescu
aimed at reaching the top of productivity and
reinstituted the grandiose style to reach his
grandiose aims.
Communism uses architecture as a physical
manifestation of the political program of
systemizing the population into a body of
heightened order and productivity, much like
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busy little bees. The molding of the population
into the communist ideal of the obedient
worker uses the medium of architecture in
two ways.
Formally, uniform architecture is seen
as establishing equality in society.
Programmatically, new forms of building and
public spaces are created, or simply renamed,
to promote functions of solidarity. Such
examples include all sorts of indoor gathering
spaces and the idea of parks as for “culture
and rest.”
URBAN DEVELOPMENTS 1954 -1977
On an urban level, the Communist objective
sought to dispel of contrasts between city
center and peripheral neighborhoods by
implementing a uniform fabric of clean building
blocks surrounded by parks and efficient
infrastructure inclusive of roads as well as
sewage, electricity, etc.
Ironically, the Communist Manifesto, in built
form, directly correlates with modernist
ideals of the utopian city, despite opposing
ideologies behind the forms. Indeed, as blocks
of apartments begin to dominate the cityscape,
the green space in the city also increases by an
astounding 326%.

FIG 74: views of Park Kiselef

FIG 75: views of Park Herestrau
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FIG 78: the Press Building - Casa Scantei - early Communist Monumental building
MONUMENTAL BUILDINGS

FIG 76: park view

FIG 77: 1980s view of River Dambovita with industry

Romania, under the wing of the Soviets,
adopted Stalin’s style of architecture in
implementing their political agenda. Scale
was key, but it did reflect a certain classicism,
evoking the principles of permanence,

monumentality and equality, replaced the
modernist style. One of the great monumental
edifices of the time is the Press House (Casa
Scantei). At this point money was no object in
manifesting the Communist ideology through
built form.

FIG 79: view of first Intercontinental Hotel (first high-rise in city, 1973) and the National Theatre
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“THE SOCIALIST DESTRUCTION OF
BUCHAREST’S CITY CENTER”
The Communist regime resulted in “the
implementation of a gigantic group of buildings
in the most critical part of the city, whose only
achievement is the celebration of the power of
having done so.” (Harhoiu, 13) As the unrest of
an oppressed people was palpable, manifested
in secret meeting, whether religious or
secular, Ceausescu began looking towards
the existing built fabric as constituting a zone
of the old mentality that threatened his new
empire. He effectively sought to destroy the
people’s spiritual core in a literal destruction
of its physical one and replace both with the
Communist ideology.
In the 1980s, Bucharest’s planners, headed by
President Nicolae Ceausescu, radically altered
the city by the creation of a new civic center of
vast proportions. It should be noted that at this
time, the city did not have a strong civic center.
Ceausecu sought to remedy the omission.
After the earthquake of 1977 that damaged
many older buildings in the city center,
Ceausescu “grasped that whole neighborhoods
can be pulled down and rebuilt.” Three
days after the earthquake, Ceausescu
gathered specialists to discuss Bucharest’s
reconstruction. In light of modern ideals
suppressed for decades, architects embraced
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the idea of clearing some of the dilapidated
fabric and create a civic center for the city
viewing the project as a natural, modern and
beneficial endeavor towards creating a modern
city.
The plan comprised of a grand boulevard
that culminated in the People’s House (Casa
Poporului) as the apex, atop Spirea Hill, the
highest point in Bucharest. Initially, the grand
esplanade was located along the Dambovita
River in concurrence with the designs of the
east-west axis of the 1934 Master Plan. This
location would require minimal intervention
within the existing context, although the
housing on Spirea Hill would have to be cleared
regardless of the boulevard’s placement.

FIG 80: 1980 map of cleared areas in Bucharest

However, Ceausecu quickly assumed control
over the project, and decided to move the
boulevard to a location requiring a large
scale of destruction and division of existing
neighborhoods, thereby establishing a
monumental 2-mile long esplanade cutting
through the historic center of Bucharest. (ivan)
The project connects the People’s House to the
historic district, and its orientation counterbalances the existing north-south axis.

FIG 81: 1980s plan for Communist Axis and People's House overlayed on existing city fabric
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FIG 82: streetscape with "red" propaganda

FIG 83: Ceausecu with architectural team
discussing the model for the Communist Axis

FIG 84: 1980s plan and analysis of Communist Project and existing roads and fabric
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THE COMMUNIST HOUSING BLOCK
The systemization of all living zones began in
the rural areas and quickly moved to the urban
renewal of all major cities, Bucharest being one
of the most drastic examples.
The communist resolutions include many 5
to 10 year plans focused on modernizing
the country. Bucharest quickly industrializes
under the regime. Administrative subdivisions
increase from four to eight and are called
sectors in order to efficiently control particular
zones in the city. The town proper increases
from 10,015 hectares to 12,700 hectares.
The regime establishes many new districts for
“workers” comprised entirely of blocks of flats,
to promote hygiene and welfare. Blocks of
flats are built as whole districts or along major
thoroughfares that mainly filled vacant lots or
large unused areas toward the perimeter of the
city. Areas of flats also appear adjacent to new
industries to house the workers.
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Grivitei, Mihai Bravu Ave, Giurgiului Ave,
Drumul Sarii, Colentina Ave, Dimitre Cantemir
Blvd, Pantelimon Ave
After 1961, the building of communist housing
boomed. Apartment blocks dominated and
were usually around 10 stories high. Other
housing types included four-story high
apartment buildings and some small brick
houses with tile roofs.
1959: 7,031; 1960: 7,770; 1961: 15,144;
1962: 12,925; 1963: 13,623; 1974: 26,921
FIG 85: communist bloc buildings executed along main thoroughfares and cleared neighborhoods
for Communist Bloc housing parks

New districts of flats:
Floreasca, Ferentari, Bucuresti-Noi, Vatra
Luminoasa, Berceni, Drumul Taberei, Colentina,
Balta Alba
New Blocks of flat:
Surrounding General Military Academy, Calea
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FIG 86: Communist Bloc development in Drumul Taberei neighborhood
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Many of the planners involved did not perceive
much architectural importance in buildings
believed to be inspired by Baltic traditions,
as they were not of pure Romanian form.
Additionally, many other projects throughout
the world also worked at urban redevelopment
by clearing undesirable areas in the city center
preferring clean lines and a “clean slate”
approach to urban redevelopment.
Although churches and monasteries had been
protected as historic monuments since 1892
with the founding of the Historic Preservation
Society, Ceausecu dissolved the institution
early in his term, declaring that the state
would take care of such matters. Along with
the fourteen churches destroyed, some of the
most notable religious buildings levled during
the 1980s are Vacaresti Monastery, where
Ceausecu built a new Tribunal in its place,
Church of the Cotroceni Monastery and Mihai
Voda Monastery.
Anti-religious propaganda had kept many
religious buildings from functioning during
communism, and as their function had ceased
or changed (Vacaresti served as a prison for a
while), people were not always aware of the
significance of many structures. However, even
if awareness existed, the communist regime
that used fear to repress freedom of speech

COMMUNIST CITY
1947 - 1989

undoubtedly prevented many people from
opposing anything the regime might do.
The political objectives of the project are clear
– monumentality towards a manifestation of
power and prosperity aimed at inspiring awe in
the west as well as the rest of the communist
bloc since Ceausescu established Romania
as a self-sufficient, isolated nation culturally
and economically. Despite the fact that the
project lacked any economic prudence, the
monumental project was nearly completed by
Ceausescu’s execution in December of 1989.

FIG 88: 1980s chirch between new bloc towers

FIG 87: demolition of Vacaresti Way

FIG 89: plan to relocate church to obscure location
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THE COMMUNIST AXIS

THE PEOPLE’S HOUSE

The Boulevard is 2 miles long and over 300
feet wide. It has ten story administrative and
apartment buildings on either side, punctuated
by other civic project such as the New National
Library and the National Opera House, both
uncompleted.

The structure, that remains to this day the
second largest structure in the world in
terms of volume, is best described as “the
ultimate moment of delirium… this moment
constitutes a victory over space.” (ivan) It
exemplifies Ceausescu’s style of kitsch in
which architectural motifs of all past styles
are fancifully combined to achieve a motley
style of grand proportions. In effect, most of
the buildings completed at this time formally
resembled the post-modernist style.

The road cuts through several neighborhoods,
destroying some almost entirely, and dividing
others. Many of the existing streets simply
dead-end into the backs of the new buildings
that front the esplanade.
In addition to emphasizing the People’s House
at the top of Spirea Hill, the Boulevards was
also meant for elaborate military displays of
power.
The Boulevard begins at the People’s House,
intersects the Union Square and ends in a
circular round at the east. As the road takes
no account of the urban fabric and existing
infrastructure, it ignores the natural one as
well, and runs across the Dambovita River that
needed to be paved over and redirected as to
not interfere with the Boulevard.

POST-COMMUNIST LANDSCAPE
The last and astronomically ambitious project
of Ceausescu that lasted from 1980 to 1989,
effectively drained the economy. After 42 years
of communism regime that dominated the
urban landscape as well as people’s lives, the
main obstacle towards a democratic society
was the initial absence of private property.
Modern urban interventions are fragmentary,
initially stunted by people’s desire to forget
the past resulting in a mass denial that restricts
working towards a comprehensive solution.
FIG 90: main facade of the People's House

Effectively, it connects nothing, but rather
divides what used to be, destroying more than
one sixth of the city’s historical core.
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FIG 91: aerial view of the communist axis
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FIG 92: streetscape of Communist axis
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FIG 93: Communist Axis under construction

FIG 94: satellite image of Communist Axis
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FIG 95: satellite image of Modern City
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FIG 96: satellite image of area of analysis
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MODERN CITY
1989 - present

FIG 97: figure ground
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CARTIER FLOREASCA

CARTIER GRIVITA

CARTIER TEI

CARTIER DOROBANTI

CARTIER
PLEVNEI

CARTIER PLUMBUITA

CARTIER OBOR

INTERBELLUM CENTER

CARTIER COTROCENI

CARTIER 13 SEPTEMBRIE

HISTORIC CENTER

CARTIER HALA TRAIAN

CARTIER
MITROPOLIEI

CARTIER VITANI

CARTIER TITANI

CARTIER
RADU VODA
CARTIER RAHOVA

CARTIER CAROL I

CARTIER
TINERETULUI

CARTIER RAHOVA
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FIG 98:neighborhood deliniation by urban fabric
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50m

FIG 99: figure ground of neighborhood / fabric organization

1000m
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FIG 100: city fabric
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FIG 101:

neighborhood deliniation
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INTERBELLUM FABRIC
SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE FABRIC

TRADITIONAL FABRIC

COMMUNIST BLOC BUILDING FABRIC

FIG 102: fabric I neighborhood sample locations
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TRADITIONAL FABRIC

INTERBELLUM FABRIC

SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE FABRIC

FABRIC I NEIGHBORHOODS

COMMUNIST BLOC BUILDING FABRIC

FIG 103: neighborhood fabrics
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TRADITIONAL FABRIC
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INTERBELLUM FABRIC

SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE FABRIC

COMMUNIST BLOC BUILDING FABRIC

FIG 104: Bucharest urban fabrics
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COMPARATIVE FABRICS

FLORENCE

ROME

VENICE

IRVINE

CERDA'S BARCELONA

HISTORIC BARCELONA

AMSTERDAM

AHMEDABAD

FIG 105: comparative urban fabrics
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FIG 106: aerial images of distinct fabrics

HISTRIC CORE FABRIC

DETACHED - SINGLE HOME FABRIC

HISTRIC CORE FABRIC

TRIANGULATED, DETACHED FABRIC

FIG 107: fabric to block analysis
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FIG 108: block to building analysis
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COMMUNIST PERIMETER BLOCK
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Since the beginning of the town of Bucharest
and before the First World War, most buildings
in the city are free-standing structures.
BISERICA
The church or biserica, from the Latin word
basilica, dominated the cityscape through the
19th century. The church is built in cruciform
fashion with the altar always oriented towards
the East, i.e. Jerusalem.
Initially, churches were constructed of wood,
but starting in the 1700s, brick and stone
became the dominant materials. Churches are
usually small, but what they lack in size, they
make up in quantity. The typical two towers of
each church, one over the central space where
the main hall intersects the cross-apses, and
one over the altar, punctuated the city skyline
until the 1800s when construction of multistory
buildings accelerated. Churches are usually of
a small scale, with a couple towers and built
primarily of wood. The churches are activated
by the extensive murals painted on the interior
and sometimes exterior of the buildings.
The force behind the mode of building a church
is twofold: first, to activate the building a give
it a soul through iconographic imagery, and
secondly, it was built for the moment because
constant invasions impressed upon the
Romanian the idea that all things are transient
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and would not endure. In Bucharest, especially,
this reveals the reason behind the materiality
of wood. Furthermore, the maintenance of
the biblical murals, especially on the exterior
of buildings, does not pose a problem since
people did not expect a structure to last too
long. And they were often right.

FIG 109: Byzantine influenced church

FIG 112: historic wood constructed church

FIG 110: typical church plan and section

FIG 111: church at the Old Court with detial of entrance door

FIG 113: Bucur Church and Voda Monastery

FIG 114: cruciform church plan
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The interior of churches have perimeter
booth seating in the form of intricately
sculpted wooden chairs with high backs. The
central zone is often left unfurnished as the
congregation gathered standing or kneeling
to attend mass. The altar is divided by a wood
paneled wall with inlaid icons, as the priest and
his helpers are the only ones allowed into the
most sacred space of the church. On a social
note, women are never allowed into the altar.

FIG 115: interior dome detail

BUILDINGS

FIG 117: church in courtyard

In addition to the main building, churches
often included a garden, vineyard or courtyard.
Within the courtyard, most churches have the
candle rooms, which have been relocated to
the exterior for fire safety, where church goers
light a candle for the living or the dead.
Inspired by the Byzantine style, the interior
of all churches is meticulously pained with
frescos of biblical scenes. However, particular
to Romanian churches is the style and extent
of the paintings that permeates every surface.
Although the practice is more prevalent in the
churches of Moldavia where the entirety of the
exterior is also covered by religious frescoes,
some churches in Bucharest are also painted
on the outside, especially the front.

FIG 116: fresco details

FIG 118: church between bloc builc buildings

FIG 119: religious drawings on wood

FIG 120: brick church

FIG 121: typical vigil room
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CHURCH
COURTYARD BUILDINGS
MONASTERY

ENTRY

The first courtyard building in the city was
the monastery. The rectangular courtyard
building with a thick exterior wall, sometimes
fortified, distinguished the monastery from the
rest of the town. There is only one point of
access into the monastery which is guarded
by a large, usually iron, gate. The building's
location was sometimes set apart from the
settlement, as in the Mitropolia Monastery or
the Cotroceni Monastery, and thereby required
more protection. Usually rectangular with the
cells of the monks or nuns along the perimeter,
monasteries have a covered walk along the
interior of the courtyard that lies between
monk or nun cells and vegetable or flower
gardens . In the middle of the courtyard the
church or chapel is located, as it is the central
focus of the compound.

INNER COURT

CELL
FIG 123: interior of Vacaresti Monastery

FIG 125: Vacaresti Monastery

The church was always oriented to the east
without account of the orientation of the
surrounding structure that may have followed
a different street pattern. The function of the
monastery has not persisted through the ages
as Vacaresti Monastery served as a prison
during the 1800s and Cotroceni Monastery
served as a princely residence in the late
1800s.
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FIG 124: typical monastery plan

FIG 122: monastery plans

FIG 126: early monastery
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HAN

MISC COURTYARD BUILDINGS

The second type of courtyard buildings is the
Han. The Han (inn) appeared in order to house
foreign merchants and travelers. Romanians
use the word han of Persian origin that
was brought over by the Turks, with whom
Bucharest traded extensively due to Ottoman
political and economic domination, and meant
“house to board and accommodate travelers
for money.” In 1666 the town had seven hans.

Other courtyard buildings include the Ion
Mincu School for Girls in 1890, as well as some
stand alone residences erected in the mid to
late 1800s and some modern villas constructed
during the interbellic period.

BUILDINGS

FIG 129: Mincu School for Girls 1890

FIG 130: Manuc's Han - restored

In form, the han was similar to the monastery
as it was a rectangular building with an interior
courtyard and only one gate for access.
FIG 127: 1800s han

FIG 131:1850s han

Shops with underground storage spaces for
goods were located on the ground level and
opened to the interior courtyard where buyers
came to shop. The buildings were usually only
two levels, and the second story served as
sleeping accommodations.

SHOP

TYPICAL HAN

ENTRY

Today, some of the hans have been restored
and function as restaurants; most notable
is Hanul lui Manuc in the historic center of
the city, which has been renovated into a
restaurant and hotel complex.
FIG 128: typical han plan

FIG 132: 1950s han
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SINGLE STORY BUILDING IN A GARDEN
The oldest building form in Bucharest is the
single story building in a garden, or the house.
The house, constructed throughout history of
mud and straw, wood, brick and concrete,
as technologies improved, remains the most
dominant building type in the city.

FIG 134: 1970s house with garden

The houses usually included a side courtyard
enclosed by fences and live walls, a garden,
a small vineyard and a small orchard. One
particular feature of the house includes the
veranda, open or enclosed by glass for use
as a winter-room. The smaller dwellings were
usually built on the outskirts of the town after
the 18th century.
Traditionally houses were just one or two rooms
divided by a hall, but after the 1700s most
bourgeoisie houses were built in the carriage
style where the rooms are arranged along a
one-sided corridor enclosed by glass. Even
through modern times, partial glass doors with
glass transepts, usually of translucent glass or
sometimes plastic and interior windows bring
light into the rooms from the adjacent hall.

FIG 133: example of typical early detached houses

FIG 135: example of early house interior

Roofs are usually pitched due to heavy snow
loads in the winter, and their materiality
evolved from thatched hay, to wood and hay,
to tile and most recently sheet metal.
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FIG 136: detached single family house with side courtyard
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PALAT
The palat, or urban villa was first perpetuated
by Brancoveanu when he built the Mogosoaia
Palace in 1707. The construction of these free
standing two or three story residences is brick
and stone. The building is the precedent for
large boyar or landowner houses built after
Romania’s independence from the Ottoman
Empire starting in the mid-1800s and modeled
after the French hotels particuliers.
FIG 137: Stirbei Palat

Examples include the Cantacuzino Palace
on Calea Victoriei, present day place of the
Composer’s Union and the Enescu Museum.
Most of the villas built before Wolrd War I now
have an institutional or office functions.
Modernist Movement began in Romania, with
Marcel Janco, painter and architect, as one of
the catalysts. Janco’s villas are some of the
first “modern” buildings in Bucharest. The
villa, a modern version of the palat, flourished
during the period between the two world wars.
Although architects streamlined the style, the
massing of the two story stand alone structure
continued. All modern villas included some
outdoor space or terrace, sometimes in the
form of a courtyard. While the proximity to
other buildings is closer than in traditional
suburban organization, the villas were object
building in close proximity to each other or the
prevailing fabric of the city.

FIG 141: modernist vila on Kiselef Avenue

FIG 138: detail of neo-vernacular style

FIG 139: Interbellum Vila

FIG 140: Grigore Ghica Palat

FIG 142: 1898 Cantacuzino Palat
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MONUMENTAL BUILDINGS
Monumental buildings are freestanding
edifices envisioned as grand entities in the city
fabric. The first examples are for universities,
banks, and hospitals that were constructed
after Romania’s Independence of 1861.
Educational buildings include the Ministry of
Public Education in 1887 on present day Spiru
Haret Boulevard, the Lazar Lyceum in 1889 on
the south-west corner of Cismigiu, and the
building of the School of Commerce in 1890.
The Palace of the Faculty of Medicine and the
building for the Bacteriology Institute are both
erected in 1903. Institutional buildings include
the University Palace, in 1869, designed by
Alexandru Orascu, in neo-classic style. The
Ministry of Finances Building is constructed
on Calea Victoriei (Victory Way). The new
central wing of the Royal Palace is constructed
according to the plans of French architect Paul
Gottereau.
The Romanian Atheneum building is
inaugurated in 1888 and serves as a landmark
building to the present day, especially because
it includes a square that is often used for
meetings. Other monumental buildings include
the Ministry of Agriculture, in renaissance style,
and the Palace of Justice designed by architect
Adrian Ballu on the bank of the Dambovita
River, both completed in 1895. In 1900, the
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Post Office building is erected, which currently
houses the History Museum, and in 1901, the
House of Savings, Deposit and Consignement,
known as the CEC, on the site of former
monastery (Sfant Ioan Grecesc), both on Calea
Victoriei. In 1906, the Museum of Natural
History and the Institute of Geology are erected
at the beginning of Kisselef Avenue.

are the Press House (Casa Scantei) in the early
period of Communism and the People’s House,
the epitome of the form, on steroids.
In 1973, the National Theatre was built oat
a new location on Union Way. The previous
national theatre on Victory Way was destroyed
during World War II bombings.

FIG 143: Triumphal Arch

FIG 144: the National Opera House

FIG 145: the National Theatre

Banks also were founded in great numbers and
the larger branches include the National Bank
of Romania in 1880, the General Romania
Bank and the Discount Bank.
Train stations, Filaret Station and Gara de Nord,
both use steel in their construction and follow
the example of the free standing monumental
form.
In the Interbellum Period, the style of
monumental buildings changed from NeoClassical and Neo-Romanian to minimal
modernist influences. However, the general
massing remains the same: a freestanding
monumental structure, of generous proportions,
surrounded by some space for breathing room.
Examples include Duiliu Marcu’s Military
Academy of 1939.
The form is continued into the Communist
period where the free standing monumental
building took on vast proportions of scale and
surrounding open space. The clearest examples
FIG 146: the old National Theatre and the Telephone Palace
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FIG 152: the Press House - Communist - monument as object
FIG 149: CEC Building - First National Bank

FIG 147: the Military Center

FIG 150: the North Station

FIG 153: the Military Academy
Communist - monument as object

FIG 148: the Bucharest University - monument in fabric

FIG 151: the Romanian Atheneum - object as part of fabric

FIG 154: People's House - Communist - monument as object
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THE MARKET

Steel structures began appearing in Bucharest
after the mid 1850s. The new technology
allowed for large scale structures that were a
flexible framework for a market. In Romanian
piata, pronounced like the Italian piazza,
literally means market place. These were onestory blanket structure that included a flat roof
over a space of metal or concrete booths where
farmers came to sell their vegetables, cheeses,
meats and other products. Notable examples
include Unirea Market (1867), built on the
same site of the historic Great Market place
established in the Phanariot period, Traian
Market (1876) and Matache Macelaru Market
(1887).

THE MALL
City officials sign contracts to build market
halls, most notably the Great Market (present
day Union Square), Amzei and Episcopiei
Markets in the 1880s. These markets are
precursors to the malls that will be developed
in modern times. The Communist examples
include Magazinul Unirea, the Union Store.
Although they are now embedded in the
urban fabric as buildings because of adjacent
construction, these were the first examples of
buildings that boasted an autonomous nature
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in relation to the city since all the action took
place in the interior complex of shops and
circulation with a relatively stark façade to the
surrounding city. After the fall of communism,
mega-malls have also made an appearance in
the urban fabric of Bucharest.
THE WAREHOUSE AND FACTORY BUILIDNGS
Although the warehouse style began in the
mid-1850s with the advent of the Industrial
Revolution, modernist architects of the
Interbellic Period defined the form of the
industrial building. During this period, industrial
buildings begin to take on a great significance
for Bucharest’s urban fabric as a many factories
move into the city, and the fabric responds
to accommodate the entities that embody
progress and economic growth.
The trend is accelerated in the Communist
Era as Bucharest becomes a head of industry,
in addition to its other titles of a culturaleconomic center. The proximity of the industrial
enterprises allowed for easy and inexpensive
distribution of goods, and so some attention
is paid to their design. The buildings are free
standing brick boxes that usually take up entire
city blocks. The structures range in height from
single story, to double-height to three to four
story factory buildings. Old workshops are
renovated in a linear hall style with unified
facades.

FIG 155: 1867 Unirea Market

FIG 156: 1918 Halls of Obor Market

FIG 157: Unirea Mall Building by old market

FIG 158: 1935 factory building
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THE TOWER
The first example of the free standing tower
type is the Intercontinental Hotel built in
1971. At 77 meters in height and 22 stories,
it remained the tallest building in Bucharest
until communism fell. Located on Union
Way, the tower dominated the skyline and
served as a landmark centrally located by
universities, across the road from the University
of Architecture, Ion Mincu, and next to the
National Theatre.

FIG 162: Rom. Society of Architects Building

Steel and glass skyscrapers have increased in
construction especially after the year 2000
when Bucharest’s economy began to boom.
Some examples include the Howard Johnson
Hotel, the Bucahrest World Trade center and
Sofitel Hotel, the BRD Tower and the Bancorex
Building.

FIG 159: 1973 Intercontinental Hotel Tower

HYBRID BUILDINGS

FIG 163: Novotel Hotel with Old Theatre Facade

After the division between city planning and
the existing historic fabric, the modern city
now includes a hybrid building that integrates
new construction within existing structure. In
these cases, a new glass structure usually rises
up with the existing façade as an outer shell.

FIG 160: post-Communist tower

FIG 161: Banco-Rex Tower

FIG 164: preservation of historic facades
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THE APARTMENT BUILDING
After World War I, the introduction of the
apartment building into the fabric of Bucharest
by Interbellum architects brought density and
continuous facades to the streets. These flats
range in height from two to eleven stories, the
taller are concentrated on main thoroughfares
like the north axis through the city.

FIG 165: 1900 apt building on Rahova Street

The buildings form a continuous fabric that
always included commercial space on the
ground floor for restaurants, shops, markets
and convenience stores.
There are two dominant types of buildings
in this form. The first type has a continuous
height and façade and is located mid block.
The second type, located at the corner of
streets, especially bigger roads that designate
an important intersection in the city, rise up
in height at the corner to bring hierarchy to
the node.

FIG 166: Interbellum Apartment Buildings

FIG 168: apartments above Capsea Restaurant

FIG 167: Interbellum Apartment Buildings

FIG 169: commercial building with apartments by the Old Court

Examples include one of the first of its kind,
Horia Creanga’s ARO Building in 1931 on
Magheru Boulevard, which included the mixeduse itinerary specific to this form.
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FIG 170: Senate Plaza apartment buildings

BUILDINGS

FIG 171: ARO Building; ground level building with apartments above by Horia Creanga 1929

FIG 172: typical ground level shops
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FIG 173: 1936 apartments on Victory Way

FIG 174: 1936 apartments on Victory Way

FIG 175: Blockhaus Building

FIG 176: 1937 apartments- Tache Ionescu Blvd

FIG 177: post-Interbellum streetscape
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FREE STANDING APARTMENT BUILIDNGS
The free-standing apartment building, usually
located somewhat away from the center, but
not necessarily on the periphery, varies in
height between two and six stories. These
buildings are not located on commercial
lines and so they do not have the ground
level mixed use of their previously mentioned
counterparts.
In addition, the less dense nature of noncommercial areas allowed more space to
construct free standing buildings. However,
these are still in close proximity to their built
surroundings, and are not to be confused with
the “apartment building in a park.”
FIG 178: 1932 plans Horia Creanga
FIG 180: 1935 apartment building

FIG 179: 1933 - 39 apartments in Vatra Luminoasa neighborhood

FIG 181: 1932 elevations Horia Creanga
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THE COMMUNIST BLOC
The communist bloc buildings entail three
distinct types.
Although heights vary, most are about ten
stories high. The style evolved from NeoClassic, to brutal minimalism and finally came
full circle to a kitsch-post modern approach.
All buildings are constructed of reinforced
concrete, as it was the most efficient and
economic building material. The buildings
predominantly include balconies of varying
styles for the residents. These balconies have
often been enclosed to provide a winter room,
so that the facades of the buildings sometimes
take on a vertical shanty-town like patchwork
quality.
Most buildings have landscaping at their bases
as the residents have personalized the area
that was available to them. In the commercial
centers of the city, and especially along main
thoroughfares, the ground floor is devoted to
retail.
The first type of communist bloc buildings is the
Slab Buildings, usually placed perpendicular
to a main road. Parking lots make up the
space between the separate slabs with some
landscaping at the base of the buildings.
The second type is the Continuous Block
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type that can be best illustrated along the
Communist Axis leading to the People’s House
and defining such public spaces as the Alba
Iulia Round at the opposite end of the Axis.
The third type is the Perimeter Bloc in which a
continuous structure turns the corner to define
the block and an interior space. In a sense, it
can be defined as a courtyard; however, its
large scale impedes much human activity.
Furthermore, the existing fabric often still exists
in the interior space defined by the perimeter
bloc buildings.
In the latter two types, the buildings have a
distinct front and back. The front shows the
balconies to the street, while the back is purely
functional and clearly appears to be a “service”
façade. In both cases, existing fabric might
cover partial areas of the “back.” However,
when the area is clear, it serves as a large
parking lot.

areas away from the city center that included
park landscaping around their bases with trees,
shrubbery and pathways. Theses remain some
of the more successful attempt at housing
endeavored by the communist regime.

FIG 182: bloc buildings within existing fabric

CLUSTER BUILDINGS – BUILDINGS IN A PARK
The idea of building in a park was first explored
by the modern architects of the Interbellic
Period. Two to four story buildings or single
family villas were planned in communities on
reclaimed land, such as Delavrancea Park off
Kisselef Avenue and Filipescu Park.
In the communist era, two to four story
apartment buildings were erected in less dense

FIG 183: bloc buildings in Titani neighborhood
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FIG 186: bloc buildings in Drumul Taberei neighborhood

FIG 184: bloc buildings in Floreasca neighborhood

FIG 185: bloc buildings in Pantelimoni neighborhood

FIG 187: Communist perimeter bloc buildings
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Three main types of streets compose
the city of Bucharest:
1. VILLAGE STREETS
single family houses
2. URBAN STREETS
A. historic
B. modern
3. LARGE SCALE BOULEVARDS
A. communist
B. Dambovita River
C. Communist Axis

1. VILLAGE
STREETS
76

2.A. HISTORIC
URBAN STREETS

2.B. MODERN
URBAN STREETS

3.A COMMUNIST
BOULEVARD

3.B. BOULEVARD
ALONG THE RIVER

3.C. THE COMMUNIST AXIS

FIG 188: comparative city streets
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FIG 189: comparative city street location
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VILLAGE STREETS:
These streets are defined by single family
detached residences on either side of the road.
Most of these streets are relatively narrow and
range between 15 – 20 feet from property line
to property line. They are found in very old
parts of the city that were once villages and
have retained their ancient form. They are also
found in planned zones of single family homes
that were built after the First World War and
somewhat during the communist period.

sidewalk and the fence of the residence at the
property line. Although many houses setback
from the street, the tall fences and vegetation
provides a uniform line that borders the village
streets. These streets are found mostly away
from the city center, however, remnants of the
oldest villages are interwoven throughout the
fabric of the city, and one can stumble upon a
“village street” in very unlikely areas.

3.5m / 12

STREETS

7m / 23

The more historic portion of the village streets
have remained unpaved until very recently.
They have minimal sidewalks that range from
18 inches to three feet. Thereby, pedestrians
often used the same space as vehicles for
walking, which was not a problem since the
uneven earth prevents cars from speeding.
Their cross section shows the typical convex
form of the road for drainage, a minimal
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FIG 190: village streets location

FIG 191: village street - plan and section
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FIG 194: village street with trolley tracks in Vacaresti neighborhood

FIG 192: village street in Rahova neighborhood

FIG 193: typical "village" house gate on Dragasani Street

FIG 195: "village" houses in front of apartment buildings on Filaret Hill, 1985
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Urban streets are defined by dense, continuous
fabric with buildings ranging from two to ten
stories in height. Mixed use also characterizes
urban streets, where ground level retail
activates the sidewalks and the upper
residential and office units provide enclosure.
Urban streets are programmatically layered
in plan so that pedestrians use the sidewalks
and vehicles the road with trolleys down the
middle of the street; when trolleys are present,
people cross over into the vehicular zones as
most trolley stations are located in the middle
of the street. These streets have been created
throughout time; they began in the historic
core and branch out through the city.
The best example of a Historic Urban Street is
Calea Victoriei (Victory Way), originally named
Drumul Brasovului, or the Road to Brasov,
connecting Bucharest with the Town of Brasov.
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As Bucharest grew in the 18th century it was
named Podul Mogosoaiei as it connected the
center of the city to the Princely estate on the
periphery. After the Battle at Plevnea, where
Romanians finally won their independence
from the Ottoman Empire, it was renamed
Victory Way, as it is presently known. According
to its Medieval beginnings, the street curves
organically through the city. The street is about
50 feet in width (15 meters) and the adjoining
buildings range from continuous urban fabric
to detached villas established in the 18th
century that have been converted into office
or institutional use, and modern infill projects
carried out during the Interbellic Period.

30m / 98

URBAN STREETS

15m / 49

The North Axis created during the Interbellic
Period illustrates the Urban Street of the
modern period. The street, an average of 100
feet in width (30 meters), begins in Victory
Square and parallels Victory Way towards the
Dambovita River.

FIG 196: historic urban streets location

FIG 197: historic urban street - plan and section
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FIG 198: streetscape - Victory Way looking towards the Telephone Palace

FIG 199: 1900s streetscape - Lipscani Street

FIG 200: streetscape - Piata Militari

STREETS

FIG 201: streetscape - mid 1900s traffic jam

FIG 202: modern streetscape - Lipscani Street
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URBAN STREETS
It was also delineated during the Interbellic
Period has similar features with the North Axis.
The streets along the Dambovita River have
been reconstructed during the Interbellic and
Communist Periods. The streets on either side
of the river are 70 feet (20 meters) wide,
with the whole road at 220 feet (66 meters)
in width. The banks of the river constitute a
continuous urban fabric with portions dating
from every period of Bucharest’s history.

50m / 165’

The modern Urban Street is wider and straighter
than its historic counterpart. However, it works
within the existing fabric and few sites were
demolished in its creation preventing the
creation of a Haussmannian axis . The name
of the street changes from Gheorghe Magheru
Blvd to Nicolae Balcescu Blvd to I.C. Bratianu
Blvd where it crosses the Dambovita River.
Across the river it is called D. Cantemir Blvd
and ends at Parcul Tineretului (Youth’s Park)
in the south. The street is characterized by a
continuous urban fabric of apartment buildings
with ground level retail.

50m / 165’

The East-West axis, about 65 feet (30 meters)
in width, is named Kogalniceanu Blvd at
its east crossing with the Dambovita River,
Queen Elizabeth Blvd, Carol I Blvd and Mache
Protopopescu Blvd at the west intersection
with the inner ring of roads around the city.
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FIG 203: modern urban streets location

FIG 204: modern urban street - plan and section
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FIG 206: streetscape - the North Axis - Tache Ionescu Boulevard

FIG 205: Interbellum North Axis - plan

FIG 207: post-WWII streetscape

FIG 208: streetscape - 1920s Bratianu Boulevard
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LARGE SCALE BOULEVARDS

45m / 148’

Many of the large scale boulevards were
created during the Communist Era. Inspired
by Haussmann’s boulevards in Paris and by
L’Enfant’s monumental plans for Washington
D.C., the communist boulevards create large
scale thoroughfares within the city.

30m / 98’

The streets are defined on both sides by ten
to twelve story high apartment block buildings
with wide sidewalks and streets. Lines of trees
and urban gardens often line the sidewalks
and provide a buffer from vehicular traffic. The
objective of these boulevards perpetuated the
image of Bucharest as a modern communist
state as the bloc buildings lined most main
roads, including the inner ring road within the
capital, concealing the former fabric of the city
behind the “new walls.”
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FIG 209: communist boulevards location

FIG 210: communist boulevard - plan and section
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FIG 211: streetscape - Mihai Bravu Boulevard

STREETS

FIG 213: typical Communist Boulevard

FIG 214: Communist Boulevard in Drumul Taberei neighborhood

FIG 212: typical Communist Boulevard

FIG 215: typical Communist boulevard
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The banks of the Dambovita River were
populated from the first establishment of the
city. Since its channelization, the development
of the boulevard is fragmented and reveals
buildings from many different eras. The
last large intervention occured during the
construction for the Communist Axis when a
great section of the river was paved over in
order to enlarge Unirea Square and keep the
axis straight and uninterrupted.

47m / 155

LARGE SCALE BOULEVARDS

70m / 230

Many monumental buildings line the banks of
the river including the National Tribunal, the
Law Acadeny, the Palace of Justice and the
National Opera House with a public piata as a
wide street across the river.
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FIG 216: Dambovita River location

FIG 217: Dambovita Blvd - plan and section
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FIG 218: example of wide street crossing the river

FIG 220: banks of the River

FIG 219:Dambovita River at night

FIG 221: the Palace of Justice on the Banks of the Dambovita River
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The epitome of the boulevard design
culminates in the creation of the communist
Communist Axis. The axis clearly reveals the
two main characteristic of these boulevards:
Firstly, the lack of regard for existing conditions
including the neighborhoods that were razed,
historic churches that were either hidden or
demolished, and even the Dambovita River
that was paved over to keep the axis straight
and uninterrupted in its direction and width.
Secondly, the creation of the boulevard is purely
ideological; it does not attempt to link parts of
the city and improve traffic patterns, but only
provides a linear monument exemplifying the
power of Communism. The street appears
monumental in its 300 -315 feet (90 – 95
meter) width and rigorously organized by the
unified buildings, trees and central fountains
that line the street. However, the backs of these
buildings are a mess with existing streets oddly
terminating at the newly constructed buildings
and remnants of single family house fabric
isolated in vast parking lot expanses.
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45m / 148’

LARGE SCALE BOULEVARDS

90m / 295’

FIG 222: Communist Axis location

FIG 223: Communist Axis - plan and section
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FIG 224: streetscape - Communist Axis

FIG 225: aerial view over People's House to the Communist Axis

FIG 226: aerial view of Communist Axis towards the People's House
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FIG 227: Champs-Elysee, Paris I plan and section

FIG 228: Communist Axis I plan and section
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FIG 229: Ramblas, Barcelona I plan and section

FIG 230: North Axis - Tache Ionescu Blvd I plan and section
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FIG 231: La Strada Nuova, Venice I
plan and section
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FIG 232: La Via Culturale, Florence I
plan and section
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FIG 233: Boulevard Saint-Michel, Paris I
plan and section

STREETS

FIG 234: Ringstrasse, Vienna I
plan and section
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CIVIC STRUCTURE
The Civic Structure in Bucharest results from
the intersection of three distinct elements:
1. the Dambovita River - the town established
on the banks of the river and played a
significant role in the life of the city up until
modern times when over-engineering of the
water course has diminished its presence.
Nevertheless, the river is both a link and an
edge between discreet neighborhoods.
2. the Interbellum Axes - The north-south
and east0-west axes deliniated within the
existing fabric during the 1920s have remained
important links through the city with a robust
urban character. Many monuments such as the
National University and the Intercontinental
Hotel are located on or adjacent to these
roads.
3. the Communist Axis - The axis, imposed
onto the city, is now an inherent part of the
fabric. The monumentality of the boulevard,
the intersection with the largest square in
the city - Piata Unirea - and its termination
at the People's House create a strong physical
element in the city. Currently, the axis is not
integrated within the fabric as it cuts off
many links and disregards prevailing building
patterns.

All elements of the CIvic Structure in the city
are found in direct relationship to these three
thoroughfares. Some of the most notable
elements are:
50m
1000m

FIG 235: THREE civic links

1. linked to the River - the National Opera, Park
Izvor, the National Tribunal, Piata Unirea, the
Palace of Justice
2. linked to the Interbellum Axes - the National
Opera, Cismigiu Parc, the National University
and Square, Revolution Square, 21 December
1989 Square, Intercontinental Hotel, Unirea
Square and Unirea Market
3. linked to the Communist Axis - the People's
House, Mitropoliei Hill - the head of the
Orthodox Church, and Unirea Square
50m
1000m

FIG 236: intersections at civic links

Many of the civic elements overlap in their
association with the three civic links as they all
intersect at various points.
The Civic Structure has grown around the site
of the Old Court - the head of the first Civic
Structure of Bucharest.

50m
1000m
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FIG 237: the Old Court location in Civic Structure
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CIVIC STRUCTURE

50m
1000m

FIG 238: Civic Structure
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SQUARES
The squares in Bucharest range in size and definition. Many
squares occur at the intersection of important streets or to set
off a civic or cultural institutions. Public art is placed at the
center of some of the squares if the location commemorates
a significant person or event such as the Mihai Kogalniceanu
Square in honor of the 19th century politician and historian,
or the deconstructed Obelisk placed at Revolution Square.
In addition to the dedicated squares, the city has many
defined and undefined open areas that are peripheral or
undedicated squares shown in the figure to the left.

LEGEND

50m
1000m

FIG 239:
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dedicated and

undedicated squares in the city fabric

FIG 240: Alba Iulia Square at the eastern termination of the Communist Axis

A - Romana Square I Piata Romana
B - Lahovari Square I Piata Lahovari
C - Cantacuzino Square I Piata Cantacuzino
D - Spanish Square I Piata Spaniei
E - Twin Square I Piata Gemenii
F - Atheneum Square I Piata Ateneului
G - Revolution Square I Piata Revolutiei
H - Walter Marancieanu Square I Piata Walter Marancieanu
I - Opera Square I Piata Operei
J - Mihai Kogalniceanu Square I Piata Mihail Kogalniceanu
K - University Square I Piata Univarsitatii
L - 21 December 1989 Square I Piata 21 Decembrie 1989
M - Rosetti Square I Piata Rosetti
N - Latin Square I Piata Latina
O - Firefighters Square I Piata Foisorul de Foc
P - Arsenal Square I Piata Arseneului
Q - Union Square I Piata Unirii
R - Alba Iulia Square I Piata Alba Iulia
S - Queen Mary Square I Piata Regina Maria
T - Liberty Square I Piata Libertatii
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FIG 241: location of Squares in the city
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One of the oldest squares in the city, Piata Univeritatii is located across
from the National University. Students and kiosk booksellers fill the
square with activity.

50m

124m
406 

225m / 728

69m
226

137m / 448

124m
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PIATA UNIVERSITATII
One of the oldest squares in the city, Piata Univeritatii is located across
from the National University. Students and kiosk booksellers fill the
square
with activity.
PIATA UNIVERSITATII

225m / 728
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PIATA ATENEULUI (above) I PIATA REVOLUTIEI (below)
The Atheneum Square was planned as a public plaza in front of the
137m / location
448
19th century cultural institution and acts as a meeting
for
the
citys
inhabitants.
The
Revolution
Square
marks
the
location
of
PIATA ATENEULUI (above) I PIATA REVOLUTIEI (below)
the
1989
revolution
that
resulted
in
the
end
of
the
Communist
regime.
The Atheneum Square was planned as a public plaza in front of the
19th century cultural institution and acts as a meeting location for
the citys inhabitants. The Revolution Square marks the location of
the 1989 revolution that resulted in the end of the Communist regime.

500m
50m
500m
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FIG 242: view of Piata Dec 1989 and Piata Universitatii

FIG 243: Piata Revolutiei

FIG 244: Piata Ateneului
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88m
288

PIATA MIHAIL KOGALNICEANU
On the north bank of the Dambovita River,
the square occurs along the east-west axis
planned during the Interbellum Period. It
commemorates the life of the influential
historian and politician from Moldova.

FIG 245: Piata Mihai Kogalniceanu

260m / 857

PIATA UNIRII
The square has a long history that began as the site for a market place. Later it developed as a
commercial center and transportation hub with the first metro stations. During the 1980s, the
square was greatly enlarged by virtue of its location along the Communist Axis. In order to enlarge
the Squares area, a portion of the river was paved.

FIG 246: Piata Unirii before Communist Axis

FIG 247: Piata Unirii after Communist Axis
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LEGEND

The parks in Bucharest developed in locations
with natural bodies of water that had been
used as grazing pastures. Although the natural
meandering course of the river has been
converted into one channel, and some The
most notable examples are Herestrau Park in
the north, Park Carol I, the Youths' Park, the
Botanical Gardens and Park Cismigiu. All of
the parks developed into urban parks with
distinct pathways, playgrounds, gardens and
public art.

A. Park Cismigiu
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A

B

B. Park Carol I
C. Youths' Park
D. Botanical Gardens
E. Park Kiseleff
F. Park Herestrau
FIG 248: parks with existing and natural waterways
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FIG 248: Park Cismigiu

FIG 249: Park Carol I

SQUARES I PARKS I OPEN SPACE

FIG 250: Park Herastrau
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FIG 251: Park Carol I - central promenade on axis with the Heroes' Monument
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FIG 252: Park Carol I - lake view

FIG 254: Cismigiu - park seating

FIG 253: Park Carol I - aerial view

FIG 255: Cismigiu - lake activities

FIG 256: Park Cismigiu - edge with urban fabric

FIG 257: Cismigiu - aerial view
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FIG 258: Park Herastrau pathway

FIG 260: Park Herastrau

FIG 259: Park Herastrau - aerial view
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FIG 261: Botanical Gardens Layout

FIG 262: Botanical Gardens
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OPEN SPACE
Bucharest has an abundance of open space
that is not defined or programmed; much
of this residual space currently frustrates
organization in the city. It is an opportunity
to create much needed housing, public
ameneties including parking, and redefining
and reconnecting infrastructure in the city
since many links were never well planned or
they were interrupted by Communist projects.
The open space diagram to the far right
illustrates that the greatest concentration of
residual space in the city is located around
the Communist Axis. In order to implement the
project, entire neighborhoods were cleared and
many streets were interrupted. Although the
Communist Axis lies in the center of the city,
it is not integrated within the urban fabric and
divides the building and circulation patterns of
the city.
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FIG 263: the destroyed area in the city corresponds with present day patterns of residual space
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FIG 264: residual I in-between I wasted open space in the city
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GOOD URBAN FORM

4.

Each area of the city should be multi-functional and provide layers of uses and meanings
that integrate cultural, social and environmental elements. A city should be memorable.
Distinct spaces, clear links and well placed landmarks provide essential orientation within
a city for inhabitants and visitors alike. Natural features such as hills and rivers should be
carefully emphasized as they make indispensible elements of orientation. There should be
hierarchy in a city that supports clear orientation without neglecting small or in-between
spaces.

A good city cannot be easily comprehended in its entirety. Contradictions paradoxically enhance a
good city and engage the complex society. As globalization and mass migration increases the variety
within a city’s population, a multifaceted city appeals to a variety of people.
A good city should be like an ecosystem and belong to its particular place in the physical world.
Like an ecosystem, the city should be comprised of discreet elements where all its varied parts work
together to cultivate symbiotic relationships towards a synthetic whole.

5.

As a built manifestation of the shifting ideologies, socio-economic and political concerns of its
citizens and the greater global community, the city is in continual flux. Change in the city should
adhere to absolute values of good urban form.
1.

2.

The city should be a source of pride for residents.

The city should be regarded as an integral part of nature.
The city does not exist outside of nature. Neither does the city dwell within nature. The
ideas of nature in the city or city in nature frustrate the fundamental truth that a city is
part of nature. Construction materials and landscaping should be used that correspond to
the native climate and terrain to ensure integration within the landscape, minimal waste
in transport, and easy maintenance.

The city should be safe.
Residents and visitors should feel equally safe in the public sphere of the city as in private
spaces. The best way to ensure safety in the city is to provide “eyes” on the streets.
(Jacobs) In this way, a city can achieve a good balance between private and public
space. Thereby, a person need not live in a sealed capsule travelling from one private
environment (home) to another (work).

The city should stimulate curiosity and enjoyment through all the senses.

6.

The discreet parts of the city should be well linked.
The discreet elements that make up the city should be well linked across different
scales to provide easy access and enjoyable experiences from the street scale to the
neighborhood scale to the city scale. Functions should not be segregated into discreet
parts for this impairs a dialogue; all functions, including all levels of residential,
commercial, institutional and public space should be interwoven together.

The public sphere of the city should engage the residents to utilize, support and maintain
it with the same fervor devoted to the private space.
3.

The city should enhance the quality of daily life.
Memorable and high quality public spaces, real options for transportation, diverse and
functional neighborhoods help people enjoy the normal use of the city. Unlike modern
zoning that creates distinct districts, a city should be comprised of a series of mixed-use
neighborhoods where one can find all necessities for daily living close to work or home.
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City design should not be based on economic efficiency – the city is not a factory, but it is life. The life
of the city depends equally on the private sphere, the public sphere and its innate integration with
its particular natural environment. The city should be designed according to the values that enhance
the lifestyle of residents and visitors with equal emphasis on the private and public spheres. The city
should be designed by as many people as possible. When people feel involved in the realization of
the public realm, they acquire a sense of pride and ownership that extends from the home, to the
street, to the neighborhood and to the whole city.
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PRINCIPLES FOR GOOD URBAN FORM
Society and natural features should be emphasized in the built form, and not repressed in order to
create apparent efficiencies. An oversimplification of both society and natural terrain with the intent
to organize and control people, space and the natural environment destroys the complexities of a city
that create the rich experience so often cherished in good cities. The distinct parts of the city should
be designed according to the values that promote good urban space as influenced by society and the
particular location within the natural environment.

ii. Trees are especially important on streets with heavy vehicular
traffic as they provide a safety and visual buffer between cars and
pedestrians
d.

III.

STREETS are essential in a good city. A street is an outdoor room with the bordering buildings serving
as its walls. There should be a variety of street types within a city. However, there are some general
principles that apply to all street types.
I.

II.

PROPORTION
a.

The proportion of all streets should relate to human scale.

b.

The proportion of building height to street width should be between 1:1 and
2:1; the absolute minimum is 1:1, although good streets can exceed 2:1 to go
as high as a 4:1 proportion.

b.

c.

The function of a street is to serve as a room for people; all other functions are
secondary.
The ground floor of all buildings should respond to people by the use of
correct proportions and varied uses; when the primary use is residential,
beauty becomes an especially important function.

a.

Each street should be part of a network of links throughout the city; some
streets may serve as edges to neighborhoods that both link and define two
neighborhoods.

BUILDINGS in a city should include varied typologies and functions that coexist in close relationship
to each other.
I.

PROPORTION and FORM
a.

The proportion of the individual buildings along the street should generally
follow height to width proportions of 2:1 and higher, favoring the vertical.
Buildings should and not exceed a 1:2 ratio in horizontality unless such
building is a “landmark” building, i.e. public institution or civic institutions.

b.

The minimum proportion of types of buildings to block should be at least 2:1,
and preferably higher.

c.

The proportion of solid to void on a building façade cannot be as clearly
defined due to the many types of materials and effects possible. However,
the building should have enough “voids” to engage the street and enough
“solids” to frame the street.

d.

The ground level of buildings should be well articulated.

e.

The ground level of buildings should be porous to provide varied thresholds
between the private and public realms.

Street accessories such as sidewalks, trees, benches, medians, street lights, etc,
become especially important when a street shares a vehicular use.
i. A street can have many traffic lanes and still be pedestrian friendly:
there should not be more than three lanes of traffic (including
parking lane) without a buffer of median, sidewalk, etc with trees.

Streets do not all need to function like linear parks; vegetation should be used
when appropriate; if the height to width ratio of a street cross section is high
enough and the street is mostly pedestrian, trees are superfluous.

LINKS

FUNCTION
a.

URBAN MANIFESTO
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FUNCTION
a.

The primary function of buildings is to provide beauty, convenience and
comfort for the city’s residents and visitors.

b.

Building design should inherently relate to the location, environment and
climate through the orientation, building materials and, to a certain degree,
form; i.e. sloped roofs in places with heavy snowfalls.

c.

Buildings should be culturally significant to the city. The built form should
engage or respond to both local and global ideologies and behavioral
patterns through specific program, materiality and spatial sequencing.

BLOCKS should well defined and walkable.
I.

II.

Block sizes should support pedestrian activity and access.

c.

Blocks should be oriented in relationship to the natural
environment and not laid out without discrimination across
an artificial flat landscape.

d.

Blocks should have a congruent form that relates to the
prevailing fabric.

e.

The corners of blocks can be emphasized by the height of the
corner buildings or by a variation of the corner in plan that
diverges from the standard 90 degree angle.

FUNCTION
a.
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I.

Blocks should vary in size according to their dominant
function in a city.

b.

Blocks create the distinct fabric of neighborhoods.

Blocks should be walkable and provide distinct rythyms for
moving through the fabric.

c.

Mixed Use should dominate the city; however, there can be
pockets of just residential or just office space. These pockets
should be limited to three by three block area. Conversely, all
commercial areas should always have a mixture of office and
residences above the ground level to ensure activity at all
hours.

NEIGHBORHOODS should be self-sustaining and relate to the greater city.

PROPORTION
a.

b.

II.

PROPORTION and FORM
a.

A neighborhood should have a clear center.

b.

A neighborhood should have a discreet fabric.

c.

The size of a neighborhood should be big enough to be a distinct entity in the
city, yet not so large that it looses identity and the relationship to its center.

FUNCTION
a.

A neighborhood is a city within a city that provides a variety of functions and
formal variety to enhance the daily lives of the residents.

SQUARES can be used to encourage an identity for a neighborhood and foster community
relationships.
I.

PROPORTION
a.

Squares should be well defined public rooms where the bordering buildings
act as the walls of the space.

b.

The buildings that enclose the square should be porous to define a public
– private threshold and promote interaction between the two spheres.
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c.

II.

The access to a square should be limited to minimal entrances of streets in
order to preserve the reading of the “room”.

The CIVIC STRUCTURE in the city should be clear, well defined and accessible to residents and
visitors.

FUNCTION
a.

b.

URBAN MANIFESTO

Squares should support a variety of active and passive activities including
market places, public art spaces, seating, gathering and people watching.
Formal layering within a square enhances the dialogue between activity
participants and voyeurs.

a.

The civic structure should not be an isolated element in the city, but
rather link various neighborhoods in the city.

b.

The civic structure should exist for the people, and not for its own
demonstration of power.

PARKS are an integral part of the city to provide open space that contrasts the surrounding fabric.
I.

PROPORTION
a.

II.

Parks should exist in the city at a variety of scales ranging from small
neighborhood green pockets to urban parks that reinforce the city’s civic
structure.

FUNCTION
a.

Parks are a great opportunity to support natural features in the environment
such as hills, lakes and rivers.

b.

Parks should be well defined and articulated by the surrounding fabric as well
as discreet spaces within the park.

c.

Parks should be activated by program that relates to the surrounding social
needs and can include pathways, hiking trails, sporting fields, dog runs, art
gardens, community gardens, picnic areas and cafes and restaurants, where
appropriate.

d.

Parks can be used to explore sustainable implementations in a city by
harvesting the potential of the sun, wind and water in creative ways.
FIG 265: Calea Victoriei
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TOO MUCH SPACE
Bucharest suffers from the contradictory
issues of sever congestion coupled with an
abundance of residual space. The lack of public
amenities and properly linked infrastructure
increases the traffic and building congestion,
especially around the city core. The city streets
are riddled with cars parked on sidewalks and
informal housing in public spaces. Even in the
areas of highest congestion, the unbuilt and
unmanaged leftover space acts to further
fragment the city instead of providing relief for
the urban agglomerations. Areas of in-between
space appear throughout the city at ill planned
intersections, unfinished construction sites and
behind communist bloc buildings. The largest
area of wasted space in the city surrounds
the People’s Palace, the ultimate Communist
monument in Bucharest, finished a year before
the revolution and execution of its creator,
Nicolae Ceausescu. The massive building sits
atop Spirea Hill like a giant wedding cake
looming above the city and at the termination
of the 90 meter wide communist axis. The
present site was cleared of all existing urban
fabric, including residential neighborhoods, to
create the project. Presently, both the building
and its surrounding grounds fail to serve the
city.
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FIG 266: aerial view of proposed site

FIG 267: site on map of demolished city fabric
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FIG 268: proposed site location
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In the proposal for Bucharest, the area of study will be investigated under three levels of intensity
that explore the connection between urban fabric, the role of the axis and the civic monument:
1. MINIMAL intervention: the People’s House remains a civic institution with a buffer zone of open
space around its perimeter. The urban fabric fills in to relate to the monument without encroaching
upon it. The monument still acts as the focal point for the axis. The program of the building remains
a civic institution.
2. MAXIMUM intervention: the urban fabric absorbs the People’s House transforming it from
monument to fabric. The 90 meter wide axis fills in with fabric to bring human scale to the large
boulevard. The focal point for the restrained axis shifts from the monument to a new public space
carved out of the proposed urban fabric to serve a clearly defined outdoor room. The program of the
building is changed to a mixed-use retail, office and residential use.
FIG 270 : existing urban fabric around the House of Parliament, Bucharest
3. INCLUSIVE intervention: the urban fabric relates differently to the monument on each of its four
sides. The monumental front remains as a focal point from the axis. However, new fabric frames the
view to the building so that it appears as a monument within the fabric rather than as an object in
the round. The public has a clear access through the building that opens onto a central mixed use
courtyard and continues to the east. The north and south facades become de-monumentalized as the
proposed fabric encroaches on the structure to create human scale spaces and streets. The program
of the building includes both mixed-use and civic uses.

FIG 269: Nazi North-South Axis - Albert Speer and Adolf Hitler proposal for Berlin, Germany
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FIG 271: FOREIGN INFILL: paris urban fabric around the House of Parliament, Bucharest
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FIG 272: the axis is interupted by the mounument

FIG 275: the axis continues uninterupted through the former monument

FIG 273: Study #1: MINIMAL INTERVENTION OF URBAN FABRIC - Civic Monument surrounded by
the city fabric; the monument remains an object in the round

FIG 276: Study #2: MAXIMUM INTERVENTION OF URBAN FABRIC - Civic Monument is integrated
into the urban fabric; the monument is absorbed by the fabric and becomes the fabric: the ultimate
de-monumentalization

FIG 274: Saint Peter's, Rome - balance between monument and fabric

FIG 277: San Francisco - development after 5 and 50 increments - creating urban fabric
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FIG 278: figure ground
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FIG 279: PROPOSED figure ground
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FABRIC
The area around the People’s House is wasted
land in the center of the city. The surrounding
grounds that total 539, 594 square meters are
mostly fenced off to the public and unused.
In an experiment, Parisian urban fabric is
transplanted into the area of study. Although
Paris’ fabric does not identify with the city of
Bucharest, the transplant reveals that even
fabric “randomly” delineated is better than
no fabric at all. Functioning neighborhoods
were cleared during the 1980s to make room
for the Communist Axis and People’s House.
The proposed mixed use fabric will create new
neighborhoods for the area.

HISTORIC
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FIG 280: PROPOSED figure ground diagram

INTERBELLUM

SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL

PROPOSED
FIG 281: PROPOSED fabric and existing city fabrics
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parceled block

interior court example

mixed-use plan

mixed-use elevation

FIG 282: PROPOSED parcels
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AXIS
The Communist Axis does not reference the
city within which it lies. It serves mainly to
glorify itself and “the wedding cake” on top of
Spirea Hill, as Bucharest’s inhabitants refer to
the People’s House. The axis has severed many
links in that area of the city. The delineation
of new fabric and refined routes will help to
re-link crucial parts of the city. The main axis
will continue through the reclaimed People’s
House towards the existing Ministry of Defense
Building that will become the main civic
building in the civic structure.
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FIG 283: links corridors
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FIG 284: proposed links
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FIG 285: PROPOSED civic structure
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FIG 286: PROPOSED parks andopen space
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BUILDING
The former People’s Palace currently houses
the Romanian Parliament and the MNAC, the
National Museum of Contemporary Art. The
two disparate programs are fortressed within
the extensive structure. In addition, over 60
percent of the building is unused. These facts
reveal the ambiguous position of the building
within the psychology of the city. Its object-like
stature on top of the hill reveals its formal and
urban lack of relationship with the city.

FIG 287: existing museum intervention in
building facade
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FIG 288: PROPOSED mixed use of existing inner court of building
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FIG 289: PROPOSED fabric view

FIG 290: demonumentalizing the Peoples' House
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GLOSSARY

GLOSSARY
cartier: neighborhood
han: building for housing foreign
merchants, usually with a retail
component; modern day restaurant-bar
mahala: early neighborhoods, especially
on the periphery of the urban center
palat: urban private house; hôtel
particulier
piata: square; marketplace
vila: large single family house
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